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noted R
The front of the Tuilleries was the place Speech
(
on the Retrenchment Resolutions. i would be entirely at variance with every no- and promised to diminish bis power. When
selected for her execution. A multitude of
i tion he had of the proper functions of Con- a nation, so circumstanced, shall have a
[gqntinued from outt last. ] ’
people had assembled to witness the ceremo
j gress. He-would therefore say, that, so far Franklin for her Envoy, I do not believe it
as the motion to lay upon the table was cal- will be very material to inquire what dress
ny ; among others were crowds of barbar
-ALSO.,,
JAMES K. REMICH,
Is it not rather, amazing, that a Govern- !( culated to do injury to the present Adminis- he wears. To that state we shall never re
ous women, who drew together for the ex
port's Billie 0rp0SITE THE mketing-hquse.
press purpose of insulting her last moments. ment, extending over twenty-four States and ’i tration, he was opposed to it upon that turn. And, I may be allowed to add, we
However, when she came forth from the three Territories, embracing so large a space ground. And with this declaration, he was have not Franklins to send. He carried with
««se Pill,
-------prison, she appeared so lovely and interest and so great a population, and providing ad sure the gentleman from South Carolina was him the fruits of more than seventy years,
he sale of them £
for all, should be carried on at so too candid to find any fault. So far as such a devoted, with the aid of extraordinary natu
ing, that their purpose was laid instantly equately
'
an expense? in otb’er parts of the: motion was calculated to prevent or to re ral genius, and especially of most uncommon
tine expectations ...
r
...t
... ,
aside, and not a voice was raised against her. small
■
JW be
CHARLOTTE CORDAY.
;She was elegantly' dressed, and appeared world, it would scarcely be credited. It does tard inquiry or reform, or had the appear sagacity, to the acquisition of knowledge, and
highest honor to the Government, Con ance of being so calculated, he was opposed with the great reputation he had justly ac
-nt ottheir manyvi^reece or Rome, in their most devoted smiling
.
upon the scaffold ; her dark and the
’
ry justly esteemei^s, never produced a finer instance of pa- beautiful
|
1
by diffusing the treasures of his wis
locks waving gracefully over her ■gress included. It seems to me to show to it, because he would not willingly place quired,
satisfactorily, that the Government, in any obstruction in the way.
peration as a cathaitism or intrepidity ; and Brutus and shoulders.
;
; dom and observation. He was known for
When the executioner removed most
stituted
by
the
People,
and
for
the
People,
ee is necessary-foasybulus with their glory around them, the
<
He said he was not going to enter into the his examination before the House of Com
handkerchief which covered her neck :
eign remedy in hardly claim a higher rank among the and
;
bosom, she blushed deeply, and when has, up to this moment, been true to its ap contest of crimination and recrimination mons ; he was known for the fierce and vir
and
characteristic
principle,
of
he head, stoltiaclutrators of mankind than this young hero- ■her head was held up after death, it was ob- propriate
obloquy that had' been heaped upon
which had been carried on here. He felt ulent
’
1
the public welfare—and that, in himself entirely unfit for it. Some topics^ him
; of appetite, dizzily She lived in the town of Caen in Nor- served
.
■
(for he, too, was visited with obloquy)
that the face still retained this mark promoting
i
being surrounded, as some have ap however, had been introduced, having some- by
flic—they are like»pdy, one ot the provinces of France, and of
, offended modesty. A deep feeling was stead
1 Wederburne, afterwards Lord Loughbor
;pearedof to
imagine, by extravagance and
infectious diseases, Eeared in the hottest period of the.Revo- produced ampngthe spectators, all accustom
before the Privy Council; he was
off the
§
a sPeC!fic shape, upon which he ough,
'
‘‘ ~ !1 thin
cvery kind by (¿¡pn, when Murat, the infamous friend of ed as they were to such scenes ; and when :abuse, we are still in the pure days cnrriir
WOu*d f’^wble the House with a few observa- 1known as a man of letters, as a scientific phi
Republic.
If,
hereafter,
abuses
should
occur,
i
nrmr ^ons> The diplomatic intercourse of the losopher,
1
e morbid matter, ¿espierre, was on his pinnacle of power, the fatal axe descended, there was a shudder, :
and, what is more, as a practical
should grow up, and o.i y uistdu-! country has been charged with extravagance ]philosopher, too ; and he was known as a
ng a lost appetite-i'is man, a native of Geneva, was originally which showed that the death of this young if
■ corruption
tionsbe
perverted
or
...overthrow;,,
tk
pafo?
habits. They arepw origin, having been at one period of heroine excited admiration and pity more ’
and mis-management; and with what may statesman
:
an i as a patriot. His fame bad
i
seasons and hoarfife a hawker of toys about the streets of than any thing else. By an emotion of gener riot—for even then there will be pair mt s-* perhaps be termed want of taste in its style, gone
before itim—it shed a lustre upon his
will
look
back
to
our
time
with
mingled
ad

He understood a gentleman from Virginia, country,
'
in summer or wijis. He afterwards became editor of a ous respect, almost all' the men uncovered
wherever there were men who could
i
his merit, and that lustre is still
L without regardplutionary journal; and at length, bydmt themselves ; those of her own sex who came miration and regret, as a portion of the happy (Mr. Floyd) io contend, that the whole char- appreciate
and
honest
period
of
our
history.
acter of our foreign intercourse ought to be undiminished.
’
isiness. Their »ilent and finesse, was appointed deputy to to revile her, stood mute and abashed. :
I do not exactly know what
He
said
he
had
been
very
much
struck
changed.
If
the
allowance
to
our
Ministers
'
coat he wore. It is somewhere recorded,
2tual, that by exnedf- French Convention. Here he distin- Many of both sexes were observed to weep ;
'
in French society, his straight combed,
cel any other nUshed himself by that sort of eloquence and when the crowd separated, it was with with a remark made by a gentleman, whom was too low, he, (Mr. Floyd) would agree to that,
the public.
fob takes among vulgar, and still more by a melancholy which proved that, even at he was obliged to designate as one of the Op 'raise it; but they should come home when venerable locks, and simple dress, were ad
s are covered ^ferocious nature of his propositions, which this dreadful period, the kinder affections position—that this was not a favorable time the business was done. There should be no mired. by the ladies, who then gave the tone
for retrenchment. If retrenchment were ne- permanent missions in other countries—no to society. It was ,something strange, out of
design of the Oe Fim noted for cruelty, even . in this were not unsusceptible of emotion.
ents name theiw, binary assembly. His deeds it were
When on her way to the scaffold, a cir cessaiy, he [Mr. S.] thought there could be Ministers remaining abroad. This, said Mr. the common way, and if it had been even
—-oiLSOi to relate. I hey realized all that fiction cumstance occurred, which from its roman no more favorable time. The People could S, would be an entire change of the system uncouth, it might have attracted still more at
’e
Di told us in its wildest tales and more than tic nature, well deserves to be mentioned- never have higher security than they now acted upon by the Government ever since its tention. How he appeared at Court,* as to
d u
Dllpzed the barbarities attributed by history A young man named Adan Lux, a commis have. For we are sure that this Adminis foundation. It ought not to be adopted with dress, I do not remember to have seen par
37 1-2
¿ntiochus and the worst of the Roman sary from Mayance, was at the moment ac tration will be closely watched, and that no out being thoroughly considered. He would ticularly stated. He was a long time in
o r J I . ? r ijiperors. Suffice it to say, they aroused cidentally’’ passing.-—-He saw her, and in an error however slight, will be left undetected appeal, then, to the House, whether, in the France before he was received. His public
5 CeZebH/ftd £^l|TSp-r.t of charlotte Corday; and with a instant fell in love with her. His heart be and unexposed. There is the most unceas present sttote of the world, any civilized Na reception was not'till about the time of the
V of the above istafect conviction of the consequence of such came so over-power Jd with this strange af ing vigilance. There has not been, there tion was at liberty to withhold, or refuse the treaty.
ILL1E—in WellsbWtempt, she formed the vast design of fection, that, from loving her he came at will not be, a single particular, that will es ordinary and established duties of courtesy
This Zzncry, however, as it has been re
y E. Goodale and (fling her country of one whom she consid- length to love the.guillotine—regarding it as cape the watchful attention of Congress. He• and hospitality ? If she claim to be of the
called—I cannot say I have worn
teler & Tufts-iy fd its bitterest foe.
a sacred altar, at which the blood of royalty did not mean to say that its vigil noe ever family of civilized nations, and wish to main proachfully
it
but
I know whar it is—and have heard
md and Boston,tf’or this purpose she came to Paris, and and beauty, and virtue, was offered up. He slumbered. But, assuredly, it can never be tain the relations of peace and commerce, is something^f
its history. Our Ministers
immediately published a pamphlet upon the more wide awake and active than when stim it in her power to withdraw herself from as
e principitltownsfitltbe morning of the 12th of July,
)te to Murat, informing him, that she had occasion—proposed to erect a monument to ulated, as it now is, by the feelings which are sociating with them upon the terms, and in abroad are very poorly paid. They cannot
e!!tters Of the deepest importance to com- her memory, with the inscription, “ Greater admitted to exist. There is all the oixlinary the manner, which the common convenience b< ar the expense of Court dresses. If borne
nicate, and requesting an immediate au- than Brutus,” engraven upon it—and in a sort vigilance and something more. How then has settled? An individual may shut him by the Treasury, as a contingent expense, it
Sio4)mnce. To this no answer was returned ; of phrenzied enthusiasm invoked her shade can abuse, always obnoxious to the censure self up in his house—may refuse to visit is so much money thrown away. If borne by
she again addressed to him a note in from the Elysian fields, where it dwelt with of Congress, hope, at this time particularly, may determine that he will neither give nor Ministers, it makes an unreasonable charge
following words ;—“ Have you received those of the Revolution. This brought him to escape examination and exposure ? How receive invitations: if he do, it will hot only upon their allowance. The salaries of our
___
be at the expense of milch innocent gratifica Ministers abroad were higher, by above
»rate____________ letter ? If you have received it, I rest on the doom to which he aspired. He was can it be believed that it has so escaped ?
1 ate disease win Hi
litenes^ jt js enough that I am un- thrown into the prison of Laforce and after
These were some of the reasons why he tion to himself, and at the expense, too, of1 twenty-six hundred dollars, in the time of
he art ofthemosteuPate, to c)ajm yOUr attention.” Ihis wards executed. During confinement, his ¿would not have felt himself bound to offer many great advantages to himself, but it will Franklin, than they are now, though the ex
s at length fqundas^ on
of t^e month, and on the whole talk was of the heroic object of his such a resolution. They were not reasons be a positive injury and wrong to society : for, penses of living were then probably not more
for opposing it when offered by another, but as far as his example goes, it must, if adopted, than half of what they are at this time. The
ne evening of the same day she was admit- affections.
rate of allowance was fixed as long
RANGVS GE^l into his presence. He bad just stepped
Such was the fate of Charlotte Corday. rather for giving it the fullest and freest cut up society by the roots. It is the same present
as the year 1784, by an act of the old
- of the bath’ and was onb\half clothed Had she lived in ancient times, statues and course. If, in any quarter of the country, with nations. No one can shut herself up. ago
Charlotte Was announced. She would columns would have been erected to her there is an impression of extravagance or It has been the policy of this nation, from Congress. How, then, does the matter
The House will recollect, from a
FANEOUS disease retired an instant till be had finished memory ; her name would have lived re abuse, let it be removed. If, said he, any the beginning, to perform her part in this sys stand?
statement made by the gentleman from
uctance by the «toilet, but he ordered her strajtway to corded in the annals of time, and she would member of this House desires to institute a tem of mutual and friendly intercourse. Ay, Massachusetts, that our distinguished fellow
general inquiry, however Unpromising I may Sir, said he, and let it be remembered; that
he is so universallper his apartment.
have stood in the foremost rank of patriots.
‘ What do you wish with me ?” were his1
One of the first acts of the French, after■ think it ©n account of its aiming at too much,, one of the first and highest gratifications this citizen, the late President of the United
States, (Mr. Monroe,) was engaged in four
lent has stood the tt;5t words, as he cast his lascivious eyeon the death of Murat was to give him a sump 1, for one, will not withhold from him the' country ever received, was the reception of ‘missions in the course of little more than a
fly obtained an unp^ beautiful girlc-who stood undauntedly be- tuous funeral. For this purpose, a vast sum opportunity, though the mere inquiry seemsi her Minister at ihe Court of France—an act Jyear. Claims growing out of that employ
imediatelv removesl’e him.
I demand justice, was het le- of money was raised by public subscription, to imply a censure upon the Government, or which publicly owned her as one of the fam- ■ment have lately been ajiowed by Congress,
v action
action to
teterf‘1I come
to
the cause of
un- .and his body, followed by crowds di political upon some branch of it. Such an investiga ily of Independent Nations, and increased He was led in rapid succession to different
v
the
ve#io
pic«tu
y
action
w
uic
vm
__
. y plead
,
-Fthe
iiWa wt
?iAna coloumd®’tunate Deputies
who
have toVp-n
taken vp
refuge
at adorers
.
was carried to the Pantheon. There tion is a very weighty one. It requires a her moral power both at. home and abroad.
iigmal colour anflsK
She held a scroll in her hand; it it
, lay in state for many days. The coffin was careful examination of the whole structure If the system is to be changed, Congress Courts, and probably obliged at each to con
form to the mode established by etiquette.
joTrfo^dtSc!iofossed to be their petition, and Murat allowed
.
to remain open, and the body of the of the Government, and of all its parts. But must do it. As long as it continues, the duty The expense would be for a single occasion.
regiefoe was exposed to the view of count I cannofc agree with the genUemsm /rqm oX-dv.- Exei&Hivc is to give it- effect; and no There are instances of charges, allowed by
less multitudes who thronged to see it. It Virginia and the gentieman from b5irài Car blame can attach to the Administration for
“iifteeSrfylo«^ P““’1
X wis ^er iwas at this time the hottest season of the olina, that it requires the cordial co-opera executing the provisions of the Constitution the Government, for dresses of Ministersfor
particular occasions. When Mr. Madison
year, and the face of the corpse having be tion of the Executive, nor any co-operation at and the laws.
was President, and Mr. Monroe Secretary of
have resisted the^ejfnaen® that he entrusted ¡t to her hands ;come black by the process of decay, it was all. The gentleman from South Carolina
It was true, he said, that, within a few years State, the present plan was adopted as a re
ledy that couldbede.
of being delivered to the ty- whitewashed, the better to preserve it in a who last addressed the House, [Mr. Hamil past, our diplomatic intercourse had been
it once gives
also been conjectured, that if ,condition to be seen, till the day of interment ton] says the keys of the Treasury are in extended, and its expenses increased. The lief. It is not obligatory upon the Minister.
qr AT DSrWS; had grantedits PraYer’and extended mer- arrived. He was at last buried in a place al- ! the hands of the Executive, and he speaks family of nations had been enlarged by the He may dispense with it if bethink fit. It is
SCALD HFADja, tQ tfeege persecuted men, she might for lotted for sages and heroes, regarded by his of the Exécutive as occupying a fortress in interesting addition of the new States of this no expense to the Treasury for the Minister
uliar tounhealtbyci.e tJme bave waved her fatal purpose. An- friends as a martyr for liberty, and by all j accessible to us without his leave. Sir, the hemisphere. It was, in every view, particu must pay for it himself. But he has the
s nothing of a mercriicv anJ a more probabie opinion is, that it good men as one of the worse characters keys of the Treasury are in the hands of this larly interesting to us. They were new, sanction of his country to wear it. As long
House, lodged there by the Constitution. near and valuable neighbors, with whom we as it lasts, he need make no change. Wher
it, and it maybe as ft.amed by herself, to serve as an excuse who has appeared in modern times.
ever he goes, he is in the dress of his own
lers under any ®r intruding upon Murat, and enabling her
But mark the changes of human opinion ! The keys of every Department are in the must have relations», and with whom there country, and stands upon his own ground, in
.. ore easily to carry her scheme into execu- This man who was interred so sumptuously hands of this House Not an avenue, part or could be nodoubt it was desirable that these stead of being obliged to conform to foreign
jsale and Retailtbat as
may, it produced no ef- —This man whose reputation stood so high place, in the Government, that is not open should be the relations of peace, of friend
fashions. It has been spoken of as costing
ct upon his savage heart. He read it with was at last denied a grave. His superb cof to us,'when we command it to be open. We ship, and mutual good understanding. Upon 750 dollars. That is too high, It costs
ith, Portland; W sne€r «Young woman,’ said he, ‘you fin was torn from the vault in which it had have an unlimited power to enter, examine, this point, the People of the United States something more than half that sum ; but the
Isaac Hill, Ccnc^ve come upon a useless errand’. The fate been placed, and broken in pieces, while his and inquire. We are not obliged to trust were in advance of Congress—he did not Minister pays for it, not the Treasury. Why
Blake, Saco, andl tbeSe nien are sealed.—1 have already giv- carcase, dragged from it by the mob, was what any one may tell us, nor to adopt the speak hastily—the public sentiment was in call
it reproachfully, a livery ? It is no more
.ennebunk.
1 orders for their apprehension.
1 heir thrown like a carrion into one of the public representation of any Head of a Department. advance of Congress, and Congress was in a livery than the coat of an Officer of the Ar
I acknowledge—and if the Administration advance of the Executive. . The missions
d discount to coiinti';2atbs
soon follow.’ ‘Villain’.’ cried sewers which runs into the Siene.
were to be changed to-morrow, 1 would make were not instituted, until this House, by a my or the Navy—it is probably not finer
charlotte ; and drawing poignard from her
the same acknowledgement—! do acknowl resolution, passed with almost unexampled than the coat of a general o^icer. If it be a
¿som’ she P1^^1 !nt1° ihe, heinJf the
livery, is there any disgrace in wearing it ?
Washington', March 7, 1828.
edge that one concession ought, ia my opinion
I
OM, W onster, He realed backwards, and fell upRandolph came to the House to-day to be made—a very humble concession, in unanimity—(but one member voted against We are all servants of the People—they are
it,
a
gentleman
from
Virginia,
not
now
a
II ii- KS Tli» a couch. His only words were—4 Trait- forJohn
our masters—the livery worn by their ser
the purpose, as it is supposed of making a deed, to a co-ordinate branch of the Govern
speech on the Tariff; but it so happened ment, and to the elevated character of the member,) until this House, stimulating the vants is one which no man need be ashamed
Executive
to
open
the
intercourse,
pledged
^tSiUSoXaiyS^dain and horror’ and dasbin? down the that this subject was not taken up. It mat men who fill those elevated places—the con
to wear. It is the livery of the People of the
itself to support him in the measure, and of United States. This is understood to be the
tered not, however, as to that, as Mr. Ran
Str°de withfe-Ies^raMeur dolph is not much in the habit of confining cession that we may rely upon the truth of fered a liberal provision for the expense. history of the coat. If any one within the
what they tell us, in matters of fact. As to
z7’n^ T^jSjshe ‘'wentTome leisurely, nor made the himself to the subject matter in debate. He opinion, we can form it for ourselves. Less There has been no expression since of a wish sound of my voice should hereafter be ap
to abandon or to limit that intercourse. What pointed a Minister—my advice may be of
1 to the tried effi ack
escape_ Her mind h d had loaded his blunderbuss, and he took the than this cannot be supposed or conceded.
ever may be the expense of those missions to little value—but I recommend him to put oft
firstopportunity of discharging it. In a word
There
were
other
reasons,
he
said,
why
Ws
^en made up as to the result of the dreadful he made his Tariff’speech upon a proposi
the new States, all who read the newspapers, the livery of his country.
agedv she had just acted.—Meanwhile the tion to appropriate a sum of money for con he had not voted to lay the resolution upon and know any thing ofthe nature of our com
It is not questioned that it is the duty of
.
Rtoort'that Murat was killed spread like tinuing the Cumberland road ! 1 was so situa the table, and would not do so. Such a vote mercial intercourse with them—all who
I- BlilOUS I’ildfire over Paris.—A sort of dreadful anx- ted as not to hear very much of what he might be interpreted into evidence of a dis know how they are solicited, courted, and the Executive to conform to existing laws
position
to
prevent
inquiry.
But
especially,
and suspense pervaded this vast metropcaressed, by the European Powers, and the and policy. It is admitted that, if the ap
> preparationsWg,.y y.ce ¿.embled at the ioss of its most said, but I occasionally could catch a word, he could not consent to such a vote, when the struggle that is carried on for their favor pointment be directed by law, there is no
and
saw
him
all
the
time.
motion
was
accompanied
with
a
remaik,
of

choice. But he understood his colleague (Mr.
cious remedy or® -fic minister< v/hile all the nobler and
I was particularly struck with his manner ten since repeated as the ground of it, that -»to say nothing of other and more general Ingham) to assert the application of a rule of
has acqun-ea ^>
heroic passions were wrought into ecconsiderations—will see the importance of
of
speaking,
which
is
perhaps
peculiar.
this
was
not
the
time
for
inquiry,
retrench

judgment,
which he was sure, upon deliberk1 resisted ei^y
at the reported destruction otone of
During my stay in the gallery, several ment, or reform. What does this argument cultivating good feelings, and maintaining a ate*"consideration, he (Mr. I.) would see to
IL-—When bo
most execrable wretches that ever disgood
correspondence
with
them
;
and
that
strangers presented themselves, who inva amount to ? What does it mean ? It means, 1
be unjust, infinitely mischievous, and danger
L in connexion a Laced btlmanity.
riably asked what was the subject. “ Why suppose, what others have said—that this is we cannot neglect these things, without risk ous. He was understood to say, that, even
jr
cbar|otte was apprehended, but she ex- cant
ing
the
loss
of
valuable
advantages.
His
own
you tell from Mr. Randolph’s speech ?”’ not a propitious moment ; that we cannet
lecific, they thoiouRb.ted
of fear . and when told tbat
clear opinion was, that we ought to omit no where the act is lawfol, he would inquire intry canal ot-would assuredly follow the deed she “ Well, then, it is the Internal Improvement'■ expect a “ cordial co- operation” on the part fair exertions to preserve them, and that the to the intention, the quo ammo. He would
of the Executive. It is pointed, therefore,
appeal to his colleague, if this mode of judg
proxi mate causecommitted, she heard it with the most Bill.”
He was quife flat when he began, but his!
d directly at the present Exctgutive p it ic a missions ought to be maintained. He thought ing was not the root of incalculable mischief
c and stimulent,r Lvreign contempt. On being brought before
them
■of
the
greatest
consequence.
animation
increased
as
he
proceeded
—
“
his
j
and injustice. A man performs his duty,
on and energy
tribunal, and questioned as to her mo- spirits rose as he poured liquid down”—for’ 'j charge of a serious nature, calculated to prej
Remarks had been made upon the style of walks cautiously, is, if you please, a religious
udice the Executive in the estimation o. the
en the deMgw)
{or kiUing Murat, she showed the same
our
foreign
Ministers,
their dress particular man—some one chooses to inquire into the
he
was
armed
with
two
tumblers
of
drink,
I
People,
and
to
bear
upon
the
pending
elec

an also confident » shaken firmness. She defended the deed
which the boy replenished as fast as emptied, j tion of President, to the injury of one of the ly. Why, said the gentleman from Virginia quo animo, and pronounces him a hypocrite.
e Specific as0Aie5m the ground of justice and necessity. Mu- It
would be in vain to attempt any thing like : candidates. He could no. give it his sanc (Mr. Floyd) not let them appear with the
for the Sick
though not tried and condemned by an
vloIIi
___ ___
.-.-oto
......................
.. simplicity of Franklin and Livingston ? The
because ....
he „knew
nothing
warrant it.
[Mr. INGHAM explained. He did not
>0 cents each box.
tribunalj Was already looked-upon by a correct description of this medley, the like i tion,
I If reform
and; retrenchment
were
andI House would excuse a word in reply. He say that he would apply that rule. He said
_________
_
'
' proper
, .
is country as a criminal deserving <if death, of which, I presume, was never before heard
all !i necessary, he believed the present^
îïxecu- (Mr. §.) knew nothing of the simplicity of that it would be applied elsewhere.]
on the floor of Congress. He spoke of all
present Execur IT T IE ftW'ie only did that which the laws ought to things
—of every body, and on every subject j five would give us his ai I as cheerfully and Mr. Livingston. That gentleman was not
. .(ave done< and wbjcb future times would apnear to the time of Franklin. He was ap
Mr. SERGEANT said he accepted the
fle by-the sg5^aud ber for doing.—“ I slew him” con- —of when he was„a little boy—the first time ! S3 effectually as any we could have,
pointed to France soon after Mr. Jefferson explanation of his colleague, whom he should
he
ever
went
to
Court
to
choose
his
guardian
j
The
gentleman
from
%>uth
Carolina
(Mr.
immediate
nWed she, “ because he was the oppressor
became
President,
he
believed
in
1801.
But
be
sorry to misunderstand.
No doubt he
Ionway^ andpi P (f
country—j slew
that France —it was an election day.—He remembered Hamilton) has very frankly given another
this he did know, from the best information, meant that it was not a rule which, as a mem— Counting [too • ht have rest from hiS cruelties—I slew the candidates. He spoke of his poverty, of; version to the suggestion that this is not the that he was a gentleman of large fortune, and ,ber
of the House, he would apply here. But
art and Hanovei >
to save the pcf thousands tbat would reputation, of coffins to bury people in, of time. He would be willing now to collect liberal disposition, accustomed every where
he submitted to him that it’ was unsafe and
for children. Eulogized and abused; materials for reform and retrenchment, but
genuine un‘eS ¿Lave perished by his decrees; and my sole toys
way
He had the
.
- of
. .life,. and
_ that the liberal!- uncharitable every where.
; outside prints fegret ig, tbat j d-jd not sooner rid tbg earth Chief Justice Marshall, the poets, bishops, be would not be willing now to make reform to a .liberal
nobles, crowned heads. He deprecated the or retrenchment. And why ? Because he I ty of his style of living in f rance, was such as sanction of the House for saying it was unjust.
-fl' such a monster,”
day when the ancient dominion consented to did not wish to give the merit of such a work j most materially, as he had understood, to The first rule we are obliged to adopt is, that
— ------- 7
1 fl She heard the sentence-of death passed receive the Federal Constitution, he had to the present Administration, but to reserve » encroach upon, and reduce his private tor- no member shall be at liberty to impeach
in fill
oon her with an unconcern which would bave once ruled the Union, but that now the seep- : it for a future Administration. This is can- i tune. In what dress he appeared at Court, another member’s intention. Upon what
°
.gione honor to stoicism itself. For a short
4NS and FbAn Lrne she cocversed with her council, and tre had departed never to return. And then 1 did, undoubtedly, but it is unsound doctrine. | he could not say; but he took it for grantee grounds the People of this country would de
seemed to weep, and tare his hair, and ; The gentleman from South Carolina will be ; he accommodated himself in that respect to cide the question now pending before them
rivate lVqr$mP,i‘«jt,me of her Triends, and rising up, walked he
stamp.
abused the President, the elder [ obliged, upon reflection, to abandon it. Is it j the fashion of the Court. As to Franklin, he he would not now inquire—he would not say
JAMES K.uietly away to the prison. 'I he interval Adams ; He
in
fine
body, and every thing. consistent with the duty we owe to the Peo- i said, consider the circumstances under which a single word. As one of the People, he bad
»etween her condemnation and death, she He cast his eye every
on honest Kremer while he J pie, to postpone the reform of abuses, it we he appeared in France. The Representa- his rights, which, at proper times and on
----- ^iyvrote three letters.—Two ot these were to was
speaking, and pointing to him very sig- ! really believe it necessary, in order that we i tive of a young Republic, just come into exis- proper occasions, he would freely exercise.
J I---------- u-iend Barbarcux, relating her adven- nificantly,
f To be continued.)
said, “ We had, twelve years ago, j may strip one Administration of the merit, ' fence, and in its very cradle exhibiting Her•
F* tires form the time of quitting Caen. The an honest blacksmith
from New-York ; and and bestow the grace of it upon another ? Is j culcan strength, by maintaining, single-handto her father, was couched in the most
we have another from Pennsylvania.” This’ it not our first dutv to do what is required for ! ed, a contest for its independence with one of
* It is believed, upon good authority, that
ons who 'ZnLiblemn and affectfonate strain, and conclud- compliment
attractexisted; aftractpleased the latter wonderfully, I promoting the public welfare, and to do it at} the strongest nations that existed;
he appeared in a full Court dress. The
t calculate on
wpb the celebrated line of Corneille :
the time when it is required ? Can we justify . mg the earnest attention of the whole civili- character of this ^eminent man would lead us
for
he
returned
a
most
ghastly
smile
which
’
at article,are r q ' 4i Q>est je crime qul fait la honte, et non
’asit wiljaccow^s pechafaud.”
, reminded me of the description which I have i ourselves in delaying it for any consideration zed world, and especially engaging the atten- to believe, that he would, in this fespect*feonsomewhere, of an opossum eating crab- | whatever, much less for such an one as that! tion and the good wishes of France because ! form to the usages of the Court,
Ijvered m. tne
•« ’ fis crime which brings disgrace, and seen
apples, as the compliment was both sour and ' which had been stated ? He thought not. It1 the contest was with her habitual enemy,
jAMESi*”-thc sc;iffGld-”
sweet.—Cdr. ofN. Y. Statesman. ■
ler ointment,

n re^uCed from.published Br

i
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sation Bill, 1816r Mr. Randolph said—“ the care to trust this important and interesting
present system might do for maintaining arm of our national defence in the hands of
soldiers or day laborers, but not for men of tl^se who are at best cold friends. The opFOXtEEGN SKEW'S
UNITED STATES ¿0^
our time of life and of our State.” Again he p xion have now a majority in the house of
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
says “ the salaries of the officers of Govern Representatives; they have the power of. From Liverpool papers of the 21st and Lon
TWENTIETH CONGRESS............
don of the 20th February.
ment were notoriously scanty, and though he passing any measures they choose; yet
“ LITTLE JACKSONS.”
would rather see the salary a disgrace to the this very session provestheir lukewarm atMr. Hume has called the attention of Par
Mr. Printer,—As several of the Repre man than the man a disgrace to the office, he tachmeftt to the navy, since the bill making liament to the continued increase of the navy
sentatives from York County, who were pro would give the public servants such salaries appropriations for the use of the Navy has estimates.—-In 1817 there were but 19,000
fessedly in favor of the Administration of Mr. as would enable them to live without impu not been passed, although the Administration seamen and mariners, and now 30,000 are to
The military appropriation bill i ’
Adams before they left home, seem to have tation of dishonor, for, he asked, what man members have on all occasions urged its pas be provided for. The American navy, says
?
I he bill for the better organ
wheeled to the “ left about” while they were can live here on §5000 a year? He may sage and the workmen at the Navy Yard in the Globe, which has a commerce to protect, medical
staff was ordered to a th ? *
tl
at Portland, we wish to exercise a Yankee breathe on it, but who can keep a family this neighborhood have been discharged in and which does protect a commerce nearly The Senate adjourned over tothe jj
at
privilege, and ask them a few questions. If rent a house, furnish it, keep an equipage consequence.
as grea.t and quite as widely spread as our
Mr, Shaw, of Sanford, who professed to be in give and receive eiUertainments on that
st
We conclude then with offering the follow own, costs about a tenth of the sum which is
_
Monday Man
favor of Mr. Adams, could not attend the ad annual amount ? A fiye.pepuy bit would be ing Resolutions to be adopted by this meeting. spent on that of England.
E
T
he
bill
to
establish
judiciali?!
ministration meeting in Portland, to nominate just as adequate to that purpose.” Again he
Remarking on the accounts of revenue and
Resolved 1st. That this meeting is in favor expenditure as made to Parliament, the same States admitted into the Union
electors, because some Federalists attended, thought §1500 an insufficient, compensation
how could he attend a Caucus in Portland to for members of. Congress and said—“there of the election of John Quincy Adams; con paper says in conclusion,—‘ At this rate, be was reported by Mr. Van Buren f '
to
nominate Senators for York County, when was no profession scarcely by which a man sidering him to be well qualified for his present ginning in the twelfth year of peace and pros Committee on the Judiciary with’
at
11 dn«»
Hubbard of Shapleigh, Fogg of Limerick, could not earn $1500 in six months, and do it office, by his talents, his education and his perity, we may, if we have the fortune to ment.
th
Mr. Hendricks from the Co-^.
Roberts of Waterboro’ and Hubbard of Cor much more pleasantly too than by coming past experience.
keep out of war for five or six thousand years
Resolved 2d. That this meeting disap more, pay off the debt which was contracted Roads ami Canals, reported the Bi??
4
nish attended, who have always been decid here.” Again—“his only objection to the]
ed Federalists ? If the above named Federal bill was that it had.not made the compensa prove of the nomination of Andrew Jackson ; in the last contest.’
improvement of the Cumberland Rn i
•at
ipembers, who all profess to be in favor of tion
$2500* instead of
then a iuau
man considering that his arbitrary and tyranical
Lord Hill succeeds the Duke of Welling various amendments, which on
.
— S150O
■-------- v —vi*vu
Mr. H. were ordered to be printed
Mr. Adams could not attend the convention might come here with something like the disposition and want of talents and political ton in the command of the army.
to nominate electors, what reasons can they prospects of home.” As to the compensation experience, totally disqualify him for dis
The Liverpool Chronicle of the 16th ult.
charging
the
duties
of
that
office.
give for attending a little secret Jackson of the Speaker and President of the Senate
be
: “ The news of the formation of a new
On motion of Mr. Smith o/s’c iS
Resolved 3d. That this meeting approves says
Caucus in Portland to,nominate Jackson Sen he said “ he should have liked the bill better
idi
Ministry, under the direction of the Duke of
of
the
conduct
of
the
present
administration
ators for York County? If Mr. Shaw voted if it had given $5000 to each.f The Speak
Wellington, was received in Ireland with provide for the final settlement cf^
ha
and
of
our
Representatives
and
Senator
in
to-employ the printers of the Eastern Argus, er ought to be enabled to take a house and re
great i egret, and it seems to have inspired not land claims in these several States Jin
the - most scurrilous Jackson paper in the side here as a GREAT OFFICER should Congress who have sustained that Adminis- only the leaders of the Catholics, but the ritories, was taken up a nd read. mJ5 . for
tion.
State, to do the State Printing at an expense do.
bate
before
the
question
was
taken
r!
In the -same debate, in reply to a mem
whole of that population, with new energy
sei
Resolved, 4th. That vve highly approve of and increased determination. Already a res
of about $1400 per year, when any other ber from S. Carolina he said, “ the gentle
The Senate adjourned.
Bat
Printer in Portland would have done the man had advised us to go home and consult the doings of the great State and County olution has passed the Catholic Board, stat
vic
same labor for $|Q0, merely because the our constituents. Consult them for what > Conventions, recently hplden at Portland and ing that on no consideration will the Catho
WEDNESDAY,
nrn
Argus Printers profess to be Republicans, For fourpence half penny. Instead of going Alfred, and that the nomination of those lics support any public man who gives his
The bill authorizing the construct?,
an«
what reasons can the above named Federal home and receiving instructions from his con farm and und’eviating Republicans, Gen. Si sanction to any administration directed by breakwater, at the mouth of the De
put
!
gentlemen, who all profess-to be in favor of stituents on this subject, he would instruct mon Nowell, and the Hon. Thomas Fille- the
was taken up on motion of Mr Marl?
Duke of Wellington.
tha
brown, for Electors at large and of the Hon.
Mr. Adams, assign for giving their votes in them.”
being amended on motion of Mr. W
“
This
decisive
feeling
will,
no
doubt.be
as
Joseph Prime, as Elector for this District, ful- ,strengthened by the answer which the Duke to leave the choice of the plans and
favor of the aforesaid Jackson Printers, when
We
estitt
there were several other Printers in Portland,
*$2500 a year! At this rate allowing four ly accords with our views and that we will jlately gave to Lord Clifden, as well as by reported, to the direction of the Prp«a
hon
use.all
fair
and
honourable
means
to
secure
i
both Federalists and Republicans who are in months and a half for the average length of a
the United States, it was after7Z
maj
( the addre s of Lord Rossmore, who has in a ■,n which Messrs. Foot. Marks, Boat
favor of Mr. Adams, who would have done session, the daily pay of each member of their election.
era!
document full of sound principles, called up
Which
Preamble
and
resolutions
having
<
the samework for half the money paid, the Congress would be over eighteen dollars.
Lane, Woodbury, Smith of Md. and
opp
. on his countrymen, and, indeed, upon the ler took a part, ordered to be eiiirosJi
Argus Printers. If the above named gentle Had Mi-. Randolph’s wish been gratified, the been adopted, it was
we I
people of England generally,.to petition, not
Voted, That these Resolves be signed by <only
vote
of
24
to,
17.
S
men are really in favor of Mr. Adams, but late debate on “ retrenchment” allowing but
against the proscriptive policy of his
wht
i
would not attend the convention-to nominate twenty speeches, which is short of the true the Chairman and Secretary, and made pub- Grace,
but also against his appointment.
fais*
Jona. Hammond,jr. Chairman,
electors, why did they attend a Jackson number, and one hour and a half for each lie.
calu
The manifestations of the determination
.
.
TNURSUAr, HARCs"j
Alpheus Hanscom, jr. Secretary, ito “which
meeting on the 8th of January, and why did speech, would have cost the nation at six
we have alluded are to be found in
ume
A motion made by Mr. Branch to »
they attend a caucus to nominate Senators hours a day, more than $19000 ! or more
the bold language used by the Catholic lead er the resolution fixing the 8th day oh ' istrj
for York County, who are known to be in than double what it has cost! ! AZr. Ran-)
whii
ers, who appear to have arrived at the con for the adjournment of Congress was I
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
fa\ or of Jackson ? If the last mentioned cau dolph’s speech occupied about two hours—
Kiel
clusion which Mr. Fo» once adopted, viz : some discussion, lost without a division?
cus was not really a Jackson caucus, why consequently the People would have to pay
“ that the question of open resistance was one
and
7 o the Inhabitants of Kennebunk,
were not all the members from the County for that talk something like $6400 ! !!
of mere expediency.”
pear
'PU n-11 r
xt.
FRIDAY, MARCH?
invited, or at least all the Republican mem
t Above $36 dollars a day.—The compen
any
1 he Bill for the appropriation oftheU
A letter from Corfu, of Jan. 8, says Ibra
Next Thursday is appointed bv our Gov
bers, and why were some of the oldest and sation of these officers was then as it is now ernor by the advice of the Council, for TZw- him Pacha has now shown the intentions tia was discussed, and laid on the tahb
awr
table’,
firmest Republicans in the Cou’^y not invit $1600 each.
A Radical.
miliation, Fasting, and Prayer. It has beeni which he has long cherished. It seems that motion of Mr. Noble, who gave no c I Eis r
ed or permitted to attend.—Sucfi as Spring,
the custom of our forefathers, ever since the his secret instructions were to send the in he should offer a substitute for the bill 1 ders
of Biddeford, Usher of Hollis, Lord of Ken
gain!
settlement of this country, to observe such a habitants of the Peloponnesus to Egypt. He bill for the erection of a Breakwater ?
nebunk-Port, and Weymouth of Berwick ? If
parti
Eliot Convention.—In our paper of the day in the spring of every year. And every has collected the Greeks who were in Castel mouth of the Delaware Bav, was n.
Mr. Hubbard of Shapleigh was deceived in
lhe
bill
providing
for
Invalid'Pension^
both
person who attends to the subject, must see Tornese, those who have been confined since
his vote for Speaker, why did he vote for the 15th inst. we noticed a Convention of such the propriety and utility of it. The husband the beginning of the revolution in Coron and 2aySeC * 1 he ^enate adjourned over toil
those
Argus printers who did not deceive him, but of the inhabitants cf Eliot as are friendly to man knows, that although it is necessary to Modon, and the others who have fallen into
notic
were constantly reviling Mr. Adams and his the present administration. The following prepare the ground and cast the seed into his power, and has embarked the women and
nies
Administration? If Mr. Roberts of Waterbo Preamble and resolutions were adopted at the earth in the proper season, yet without children on board two vessels, to convey
on th
ro’ was really in favor of Mr. Adams, why
HOUSE OF REPFESENTATtfi topr
the blessing of God he cannot expect a har them to Egypt.
that
Meeting;
did he immediately after his return from the
him
vest, for it is God" who giveth rains and
T,
„
FRIDAY’, MABCH1;
PORTSMOUTH, ENG. JAN. 17.
little Jackson caucus, observe that “ we had The Committee appointed to report Resolu fruitful seasons. The merchant knows that
ninet
1 he House was principally ene-aced
Lord Cochrane arrived on Monday in his
d majority of the members from the County,
tions whereby to express the-sentiments of after he has prepared his vessels and sent schr. Unicorn, in 28 days from Poros. He
tigne
°f'I,e biJ! for the
Mi
and
concluded to support J. F. Scammon
this meeting Respectfully Report.
othei
them to sea, he cannot expect a safe return returns to this country because the Greeks W. Meade. Mr. Drayton and Mr,&»
Tor senator in the room of Col. Emery.”—
then
advocated the claim ; Mr. Storrs 2
That they regard the present occasion as without the blessing of God ; for it is God have no longer need of his aid, the Turks not tii
Now, Mr. Printer, if the above named mem
waatt
5
*
?dj0Un
’
Cd
Worelhi
i
'
ation
who directeth the winds and the storms.
bers, who profess to be tor Adams when they one, at which an open .expression of our opin And so it is in every occupation and enter having a single vessel at sea. The Hellas,
with the corvettes, were laid up at Hydra ;
Th
are at home, but go all lengths for Jackson ions in relation to the men and measures of prise of man. We may use our best and most the
smaller vessels of the Greek Navy are
—ani
when they are at Portland, do not give some the present Administration, is proper and ne careful endeavours to obtain wealth, or any
cruising
for
the
suppression
of
piracy.
His
~~
,
SATURDAr, HAIM
cessary.
The
President
of
the
United
good reasons for such conduct, are they not
à 0,
other lawful acquisition, but without the
1 he committee on Pensions were instr
justly entitled to the appellation of “little States is a son of New England ; he is a man blessing of God, ail our endeavors will be in Lordship has expressed his willingness to ed to inquire into the expediency, of* .
Jacksons ?”—but now for the answers.—The of great powers of mind and is admitted, on vain ; for it is not in man to direct his steps. returu to Greece to assist in the suppression Nathaniel Standish, a soldier of the rew ..oftht
reasons we must have, and as we country ali hands, to be eminently qualified for his —And especially for spiritual blessings we of piracy by means of armed steam boats. tion, on the pension roll. The debate on’
folks suppose the “ printer’s devil” knows present office, by his habits, education am! are dependent on God, the Father of all mer The battlw of Navarin has had a most desir Meade s claim was further continued
almost every thing, we look to you for the long experience in public life ; his manners cies, the giver of every good gift. Prayer is able effect on the belligerents.—His lordship
Th
answers. If you answer the.above questions are simple), his life virtuous and his plain, un one qf the principal means by which all bles learnt that the Egyptians were retiring from
26th i
MONDAr, harcsV
- jotirself, well,—but if the double faced gentle ostentatious co iduct am.1 deportment, exhibit sings are obtained. And it is not enough for the contest in the Morea with as much celer
2dult
A he tariff bill was again taken up,; I sunt?
men give us their leaaons, it will be still bet a perfect -model to the rules of iess favored us to go to-the house of God, and there join ity as the difficulty of procuring transports
would permit. Soon after the battle they Barnard spoke at length in opposition toft at
nations. Why should he be discharged
ter, but the answers we wait for, but
tha
in the public exercises of prayer, but we
collecting all the vessels they bill, and the committee rose on motionofl: whose
Ol?’“ beware, of • imposition.” Should you from the office, the duties of which he per should pray in our families, and in secret. commenced
could,
and
embarked
in
them
1500
of
their
Ingham.
forms
ably
and
acceptably
?
What
evil
hath
receive answers from any of the little Jackwhite
The scriptures enjoin upon us to pray “ with
sons, “ be particular” none are “ Genuine” he done that he must be so ignominiously all prayer and supplication.” It is very suit troops and set sail for Alexandria, leaving
doned
about
800
in
the
fortified
places,
who
are
in
dismissed
from
the
service
of
the
American
unless enclosed in a wrapper on the outside
„
TUESDAY, MARCBli
prope
able and proper that prayers should be made
I he House on motion of Mr. Mallary
of which is endorsed “ Free, Jeremiah people ? We discern no good cause why John in families; but if heads of families neglect the most destitute condition. It is estimated
in the
that
12,000
have
perished
the
past
season,
by
Quincy
Adams
should
be
removed
—
especial

mto
a
committee
of
the
whole
on
the
k
Goodwin, P. M. Alfred.”
Stated
this duty, how can it b.e expected their chil the sword, disease, or famine.
ly
when
the
opposing
candidate
is
Andrew
Bill.
Mr.
Ingham
addressed
the
house
waterborough.
thejr
dren will perform it ? Family prayer is too
Jackson,
whose
arbitrary
and
tyrannical
dis

Advices
from
Spain,
state
that
active
defence
of
the
Bill
as
reported
by
the
Co
P. S. Dont forget the answers.
?hedd:
position is discoverable in all his public con much neglected in this place ; and if any preparations were making to accomplish the mittee on Manufactures, and in oppesitioi
The
" We cannot gi ve our correspondent any rea duct, and whose claim is merely military, who have not(yet(begun toperform this reasonable, evacuation of Spain. The Court of Madrid the amendment of Mr. Mallary, reply, ult.to
| necessary and solemn service ; it is recomsons for the mysterious condact of some of has no other reputation than what is derived I mended to them to begin on Fast day. And ,had issued orders for the food and accommo more especially to the remarks of Mr. J Levee
from military exploits, and who can make
of the retiring army, as far as the
incidentally referring to those'
' the Representatives from this county. With out no better title to the office th«.» can be if any plead the excuse that they are not dation
trench frontiers,
Mr Davis of Mass. In the course of J
Messrs. Fo^g, Roberts, and Hubbard, of C. exhibited by every successful commander, gifted in prayer, or feel too diffident to pray
&
Ingham s address, and in bis closing reman
we are not acquainted—but have the pleas whether on sea or land during the last war. in the presence of others, it is recommended IZ.M- de Vatismenil was appointed by the we are informed by the National Intellig
Tht
to them to procure suitable prayer books and ■King of France, Grand Master of the Uni
ure of an acquaintance with Mr. Hubbard of We do not see why the Hero of Niagara can read them seriously and devoutly in their 'versity, charged with the care of the public cer, he was several times called'to order: excee'
not claim our votes' for the Presidency as well
the chair. At four o’clock, Mr, Jones row state (
Shapleigh, of whose consistency, and firmness as
’
with the rank and dignity of min the
the Hereof New Orleans —Gen. Brown, families. Family government is also too instruction,
committee should rise, and the Bo) Clintc
much
neglected.
If
we
would
have
our
chil:
ister
of
the
interior.
This
appointment,
and
we have ever entertained a high opinion. and Gen. Scott, and Gen. Miller,have each
best oi
then adjourned.
dren
trained
up
in
the
ways
of
virtue
and
pi

.
a
circular
addressed
by
the
new
Chief
to
all
We cannot but believe that his intentions exhibited as much personal courage, and as
tion r
ety,
in
the
way
that
they
should
go,
if
we
.
the
universities,
appear
to
have
given
great
great
were sincere, although circumstances are much generalship as Gen. Jackson ;—the would wish to have them kept from the Tol. satisfaction.
TT
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bestir
of Hull and McDonough and Bain
so much against him, and we hope he services
lies,
snares
and
vices
to
which
they
are
expo

1
he
House
again
went
into
Committee
have
bridge, have as large a claim upon the grati
Don Miguel and his suite have at length
has given his constituents some satis tude of the nation as those of any other indi sed, it is necessary not only to instruct themi sailed for Lisbon. Lord and -Lady William the whole, and took up the Tariff bill
Votes.
Mr. Johns of Del. rose and addressedt Cäy \
factory reasons for his course. Mr. H. vidual. We are of opinion that 'offices should by precept and example ; but these must be| Bentinck and suite have also sailed from
enforced upon them ; they must be kept and■ Plymouth for India.
House
in
opposition
to
the
bill,
as
reports
be
given
to
the
capable
and
experienced
proba!
has heretofore expressed to us his entire
restrained from all evil practices-.. We read
and in favor of the amendment of Mr. Mil'
confidence in the present administration of honors, rewards, and their country’s grati in scripture, that the sons of good old Eli
The Austrian Observer, on 'the authority ry. He concluded about half past t!i
tude, and lasting fame, we are willing to con
Adi
the general government, and his deter cede to the successful soldier, but there vve made themselves vile, and he restrained of private letters from Constantinople of Jan.
w^en the floor was obtained by K
them not. For which neglect, the judgments 14, states that the head of the rich house Hoffman, who yielded to a motion that!! ington
mination to support Mr. Adams for re-elec would stop.
Rally,
hern
at
Scio
and
resident
in
Constan

Georg
of
God
came
upon
him,
and
upon
them.
—
It
Committee rise, it then adjourned.
But besides the attachment we feel for
tion.
Wrigh
has been a custom in this place, to suffer chil tinople, had been arrested,, put to the tor
York was very unfairly represented in our John Quincy Adams, asa son of New Eng dren to convert Fast days into play days ; ture for two days, and then strangled. Sev
be re
land ;-we think that all New-England men
-n
VRSDAr
'
MARCli
^
words
last Legislature. Not a town in the County who have any interest in the Fisheries,, owe and too many who are grown upto years of eral Greeks have left the place, through fear
I he House, in committee of the W
Rei
contains a majority of Jackson men, and of him a debt of gratitude. We remember that discretion and manhood have joined in this of experiencing the like fate.
Mr. Dwight in the chair, resumed the di»' of
Wrigfc
disgraceful practice.
Every considerate
Letters from Corfu state that the Greeks sion of the Tariff; when Mr. Hoffman spit sans ct
course would not, knowingly, send a man op when the grasping ambition ofGreat Britian person must see the great impropriety of
posed to their views to represent them—yet would have retained this important branchfof such practices. It is hoped that we shall all had besieged Vassaladi, and landed the gar for about four hours in defence of the p,i roughcommerce in her own hands, and when some
rison of that Island, at Mr&sofonghi. The
and in opposition to the amende operati
a Gousiderablb portion of bur delegation acted of our Southern Statesmen were inclined to “ consider our ways,” »nd amend our doings. Turks in Anatolico asked three days time to reported,
Before he had concluded his remarks, k separa'
in direct opposition to tire wishes of the peo suffer it to depart, that John Quincy Adams, Instead of encouraging and permitting chil consider of the proposals made to them by committee rose and reported progress.
Kreme
ple.
by his firmness, his ability^ and his superior dren and youth to spend such days in sport, the Greeks. It was reported at Corfu, that
let all try to put a stop to such foolish practi Ibrahim "Pacha was on the point of leaving
intelligence
was
able
to
preserve
to
our
coun

—
.
FRlDAT, MAIlCH.'h
We will attend to the caution of our cor
try its rights, and to usthi»most important, ces, and instruct them in the propriety and the Morea, and had already embarked the
i he House in Committee of thewli
respondent. The Post Office business in this invaluable avocation. If any part of duty of keeping a day of Humiliation, Fast sick and vmunded on beard transports for
resumed the discussion of Mr. Mead
Abot
this County reqiiirefesome attention. Some New-England is iixlebted to Mr. Adams for ing and Prayer,
Egyp^
.
_
claim. Mr, Archer spoke at length in
ingafii
persons wh6 hold We office “arFTob offi -this most praiseworthy exertion, it ts the
Prince Alexander Ypsilanti died at Vien of the claim, and Mr. Bunner had the fc threes
when the Committee rose. On the questie street,
cious and resort to means to carry The points State of Maine, andjf any part of the State of
SPRQCE BELLES.
na, January 29,
Maine is especially .concerned in paying this
that the Committee have leave to sit api dence,
The editor of the Elsworth, Me. Courier,
oftheir masters,the“ Committee,’’.which are debt of gratitude it is the. County of York,
The
Earl
of
Kellie,
Lord
Lieutenant
of
on
this claim, the motion was opposed, a' odby}
neither fair nor honourable, and we doubt if for without the fisheries, many of usr would’ in a leading, editorial article, lectures thè the county of Fife, Scotland, died on the 6th
as no quorum voted upon it, a motion to 4 lively d
church-goers of his town for spending the
legal.—We refer more particularly to that almost be without the means of subsistence.
hours of service in “ chewing spruce gum.” Feb. aged 8v>. I he F^arl of Morton, it was journ was carried before the question wasi side, w
But what fault is found with Mr. Adams’ This is about the queerest employment expected would-be his successor.
cided.
painful
branch of the Post Office Department, at Al
Administration ? It is proved to have been for the Sabbath, and in church too that we
■aster, is
fred, where we understand the Post Master the
Petitions
were
pouring
into
Parliament
most economical one, since the days of
worthy
is so very anxious to disseminate informa Jefferson; it has, without additional taxation, ever heard of. We have often been told, from the Roman Catholics for the repeal of
CONGRESS.
injury c
[though we never believed it] that the ladies
tion that he charges the patrons of the East paid off more than thirty millions of the pub frequently had other motives for attending the laws against them, and from the Protes
1 he bill in favor of the officers of the Re’ nienibe!
tantsand other Dissenters against the Test
olutionary Army which has undergone
melancl
ern Argus, (one of them at least) but two shil lic debt within three years, a larger sum than church than to listen to the sacred eloquence and Corporation Acts.
was ever paid off before in so short a time of the preacher ; such as the exhibition of a
discussion in the Senate of the United St* of the g
lings postage for a years’ papers. In this since the organization of the government;, it
Another
novel,
from
the
pen
of
Sir
Walter
the present session, was finally lost. Tfe the per;
fine person, or fashionable new dress, the
manner do certain men circulate favorite pa has made no injurious laws, and no obnoxious display
of rosy cheeks, sparkling eyes, rows cf Scott, is in preparation, entitled “ St. Valen who advocated the Bill, placed it principal!’ to kadi
pers and erideavor to proscribe the circulation appointments to office; it has fostered agri pearl, etc.but we must confess we have nev tine’s day, or the Fair Maid of Perth.”
upon- the ground of a contract with that pot- Mr. She
tion of the army, which no length of tint it. Mr.
of journals winch advocate the cause of the culture and commerce ; it has increased our er before imagined how. a party of blooming
of
dur'inS the year ought to impair. Various su ms were prop® has kft
navy, and is constantly on the watch to pro belles would appear seated at church in their
Peo/de.
182.,
(from
Lloyd
s
List)
—
270
vessels
wreck

tect the rights of our citizens.—We there most fashionable robes, with ‘ heads reared
ed to be appropriated in satisfaction of pi< diildren
fore do approve of the Men and Measures of high,’ and each with the tip end of her most ed ; 595 driven on shore, most of them got off; existing obligations, but all were unsuccs
60
sunk
;
35
abandoned
at
sea
;
31
missing
the presents Administration, and see no cause delicate thumb and finger putting to her
1 he principal grounds of opposite
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
no doubt foundered; 12-condenmed; 6 burnt; ful.
for censure.
were, that the bill did not embrace another
mouth a generous quid of gum. It would be
It will
On the other hand what do the opposition a fine report for Sam. Soapbubbie to make 5 upset; 5 run down.
class of those who fought the battlesoi
Hon. John Randolph, called the rear promise to do for New England, and what
revolution,—that it contemplated prf W SO!
Don t think I saw at church this morning
leader oi the Jackson Partv, but specially evidence do tlmy give of possessing the the Miss Prims, the Miss Dashalls, the Miss
Central America.—At the last dates for the claims of the officers, to the eketa«® land of s
distinguished as an advocate for
knowledge and talents necessary tq govern Corsetts, and all the fashionable misses, affairs continued in an unsettled state. A se of the soldiers, who were equally ifteriton- A dim
and a grand champion of the People’s rights the nation? In the first place, they openly munching, in the most exquisite manner pos vere action had taken place between the ous.
Fort. Gazcltt- S°tup f(
»> tlie (
seems once to.liave regarded such questions profess to be opposed to the great American sible, the viscid exudations of the mountain government troops and the insurgents of St
in quite a different light from what he would system, and if they succeed, this system will spruce.”—-Boston Traveller.
Promine
Salvador, which terminated in favour of the
A
committee
of
the
New-York
legislate
shine in at present. '1 he following are but few be crushed if they have -power to do it. 1»
former. The latter, however, afterwards have recommended an extra session, C<®
»onem m
have
no confidence uku
that
of the proofs to show the eYcZz/sfoeness.pf the the 2nd <place
____ we
- ......
- —
received reinforcements, and commenced
Jacksonians. In the debate pn the Compen-1 tliey are friendly to the Naw, and we do not
,Ther.ïfe^latu;re ^’Massachusetts adjourn - hostilities, by assassinating the people of St. mencing on the 10th November, forthepur
he »
pose of completing the-revision of the lawsc •V’eplii
ed on Thursday, 13th iiast.
Ana, without sparing the women or children. that state.
Allots!
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The Spanish ship of the line Sovereign,
with troops, and 5 transports with arms, ar
rived at Havana on the 3d inst. from Cadiz.
Capt. Wing at New-York, from Trinidad,
Cuba, informs that a few days before he sail
ed, the Gov. of that place was robbed of 1000
doubloons and all his wearing apparel, by his SZÏIP
head servant, who had made his escape from
the Island.

Pulmonary Consumption.

?

Notice

Catarrhal and Asthmatic Disor

Ihe Mails.—We understand that the
HE subscriber relinquishing his present
ders !
line of business,' offers his stock of
Great Southern Mail, after the first day of
ORE than One Tenth of all the annuNEWS
Goods at private Sale, Until Wednesday the
April, will arrive in this town at 6 o’clock in
al deaths in this Country and Great 9th .day of April.
J
the morning, instead of 3 in the afternoon, as
Britain, are stated to be caused by that in1 hose' that have accounts unsettled are
Gen. Lafayette, it is stated in a letter from
sidnous destroyer of human life, the
at present. The Country Mail will, in con
requested to adjust them; and those that have
Paris of Feb. 15, had been very ill, but his
29.
demands are also requested to present them
sequence, leave town in the forenoon. The health was then improving.
ile biff to estahliu^'
Easily overcome in its infancy it rapidly
v
WILLIAM LORD.
Eastern Mail will arrive at the usual hour.
Kennebunk, March 20, 1828.
The National Journal of Tuesday last, says
by Mr ÿ
March 27—Brig Union, Smith,New-York arrives if neglected at an unconquerable and
The Southern Mail Stage now leaves Bos —“ It is certain that no nomination of a Min with Flour, Corn and Rve, to D. W Lord’ terrific maturity. An obstinate, violent, and
convulsive cough, is the inevitable fore
ton at 2 o’clock A. M. arrives in Portsmouth ister to England has yet been made to the and Brother.
runner when neglected of the PULMONA
at 11 A. M. and at Portland at 6P. M. With Senate, nor do we know that any nomination
.
ARRIVED.
is intended to be made immediately.”
RY CONSUMPTION, and its attendant
the new arrangement it will leave Boston at
Sch. Lewis, Webber, Boston.
ILU b,e sokI at PdWic Auction, on
train of horrors
increased heat and pulse ;
JV*.
Y.
Legislature.
—
On
Friday,
a
bill
was
'•ovement of the
Ready
to
Sail—
Sloop
Mary,
Perkins,
for
Wednesday, the 9th day of April
4 P. M. arrive at Portsmouth at 1 A- M. and
nausea ; oppression of the breast ; greenish
tne whole srdck in trade of
Av
reported, to authorize the appointment of an Boston ; Sch. Washington, Brown, do.
and bloody spittle ; loss of appetite and in
at Portland at 9 A. M.
H> W£re ordered'^’*
officer to investigate the circumstances of the
1
he
sale
to commence at 9 o’clock A. M
crease
of
thirst
;
ulcerated
lungs;
clammy
memoranda
.
abduction of William Morgan, with authori
Saco, March 24.—Ar. schs. Caspian, Sto sweats and hectic fever ; general emaciation a°d continue from day to day until all d
ty to apprehend and bring to trial all perSons
Invoice of the Stock exceeds six
The Argus contains a long series of num who may have been concerned in that trans rer, New-York ; Ossipee, Tarbox, do.; A- of the body ; shrivelled extremities ; exces
bers, with ‘ Hickory’ at the head, and ‘ Leon action.
zof, Emery, do, ; Rebecca, Patrick, do. ; sive and weakening discharges ; sinking of thousand dollars, and consists of
idas' at the tail of them. These numbers
ÿ’msin theS4S
The Assembly of New-York on Tuesday, Maine, Smith, Boston. Sailed, 2lst, sch. the eyes ; prostration of strength ; burning English^ French and American
have been attributed to a distinguished Judge was occupied in discussing the bill, for the Hope, Gillpatrick, Newburyport; Rambler, palms and flushed cheeks ; swollen feet and
leg3 ; and, at length, while the wretched
in Portland, but it is difficult to belieVe this, relief of the heirs of the late De Witt Clin Greene, York.
sufferer is still sanguine of life ; cold extrem
for a baser tissue of falsehood and misrepre ton. The motion to fill up the blank with
Ar. at New-London, &h. Packet, Saco, for ities and an agonizing death. These evils
le Senate adjourned,
sentation has rarely been strung together. $10,000, was carried.
.....AMONG WHICH ARE.....
New-York.
may be nipped in the bud by the timely ad
But the writer, whether he be judge or con
The
Mary Ann, of Sacof which was on ministration of that long tried and invaluable Broadcloths; Cassimeres; Flannels;
, . I he Legislature of Maryland having fin
vict,
is
no
novice
—
he
excels
in
cunning
as
Blankets; Bockings;
iebi»a.thoriSft
much as he is wanting in honesty and candor ; ished its business adjourned on Sunday shore, at Holmes’ Hole, was got off’, 19th Medicine
Habit and Pelisse Cloths ; Bomba&etts ;
inst. after discharging nearly iail trer cargo—
and will do well to keep his name from the. morning of last week, after a busy session of she
DR.
RELEE^S
Hombazirfes ; Casiffetts ; Calicoes leaked butlittle4n her bottom, but her
public, unless he wishes to be marked by I several weeks. O wing to some disagreement upper
UP 011 motl°n of li
Furnitures; Dimoties ; Muslinsworks were very much wrecked.
;«-=3 that public which he is endeavoring to abuse, between the two branches, the last dav’s sit
Silk
and Cotton Hdkfs.; Linens ;
Ar. at Holmes’ Hole,20th inst. brig Union; which have been known to cure persons sup
as a man destitute of moral principle. ting occupied ttwrcty-iAree hours.—The laws Smith,
A great variety of Ribbons ; Bobihet Laces;
of
and
for
this
port,
from
New-York
’
.
posed
to
be
far
gone
in
a
Consumption,
and
passed
during
the
session
were
sealed
by
the
We say this deliberately. We respect the
Ar. at Boston, 24th, ship Morea, Ham exhibiting all the appearances of approach W orsted and Cotton Hosiery ;
honest and candid writer, whatever side he Governor on Sunday morning.
Gassimere, Merino and Imitation Shawls ;
mond, New-Orleans, 25th ult. Passed, 26th, ing dissolution.
may advocate, and think we can make a lib
Within the short space of twenty days, we at Shepherd’s Plantation, brig Clarrissa, of
The Pills also constitute an excellent Pec ALSO—a good assortment of SIDKS, be
eral
allowance
for
the
errors
into
which
an
•Woodbury, Sm» .ft
have recorded the names of twelve children, this port.
toral Medicine.
Those therefore who sides a great many fane)' articles too numer
opponent may be carried by party zeal; but who have been burnt to death. We have
4t Mobile, 3d inst. brigs Leo, Gould, of are troubled with the common coughs occa ous to mention.
■we detest the cool and calculating politician, now to add two more to the list. On Tues this
port, New-York, 3 ; Orestes, Nason, of sioned by acrid humorous tickling the throat,
domestic goods
who ean sit down in his study to invent day night the house of Mr. Hugh Crook do. for
do. nearly loaded.
or defluxions upon the lungs, depriving the Faetor?^/' SheetinSs- Ginghams;
falsehoods, to put a new dress on oft refuted shanks, in Hebron, Washington co. was
Ar.
at
New-Orleans,
Feb.
24,
tow-boat,
patient
of
refreshing
sleep,
and
graduallv
in

notion made by Mr fii calumnies, to garble and misquote public doc burnt down, and two lads, belonging to Salem, from S. W. Pass—Met at Poverty Point, and troducing the train of Pulmonary affections, Morocco and Prtmello SHOES; HATS, &;c.
-resolut.on fixL th5 uments, and to exert all his powers of soph N. J. who were on a visit, were burnt to towed to William’s, Packet, Jefferds, of Ken will receive from the use of the Pills, certain,
istry to prove a man to be guilty of that of death.—Acw- York Corn.
A LARGE LOT OF
e adjournment of (J
nebunk, for Havana, in distress, having had and frequently the most sudden and cheering
discussion, lost without^ which the writer knows he is innocent.
her quarter stove in, by running foul of brig relief, rhey appease the cough, promote Crockery, Glass, Hard and Hot
At
Washington,
lately,
two
beggar
boys
Hickory frequently quotes public documents
Balance.
easy expectoration, relieve, and often cure,
low WARE.
and the language of others, to assume the ap were observed fighting. On inquiring the
Cid. 26th, Volant, Fairfield, Balt.
protracted, obstinate, and most distressing
cause,
one
of
them
said
“
the
other
had
stol

pearance
of
accuracy,
but
he
never
quotes
.
r
■
A
general
assortment of
fortheappig
Cid.
at
Mobile,
2d
inst.
brig
Leo,
Gould,
of
1
cases. Common Colds are generally remov
any thing fairly ; he always contrives to put en his story—and obtained charity by relating this port, for New-York. .
W. I. GOODS and GROCERIES,
ied bv the Pills in a few hours.
the very same tale of distress.”
a
wrong
construction
on
whatever
falls
under
^^r-N°ble.whoJ
Ar. at Richmond, 19th, sch. Milo, Bunker,
The Pills may be taken with the most per
N. B. 1 he above Goods will positively bt
his mangling quill; he picks up all the slan
jfect safety, as they require in ordinary cases, sold without reserve.
Upwards of 80,000 hogs have been slaugh Saco.
>uld offer a substitute fe ders which have ever been propagated ano
confinement,
and
may
be
administered
r tlJeJre«j°nofa Breab gainst Mr. Adams and Clay by unprincipled tered this season near Cincinnati, Ohio.
lerms liberal and made known at ths
A t St. Ubes, Feb. 9. Eagle, of this port, for 1
with the utmost confidence to all ages and sale.
i of the Delaware Bit partisans, the very refuse of the opposition, Last season there were but 36,000 slaughter Virg. 5.
of people.
!,U PF^’dingforlnvM both those which have been disproved and ed.
HORACE PORTER,
lAuctionSailed from Havana, 1st inst. brig Floyd, classes
'
These popular Pills have been used by
HENRY KINGSBURY. < eers.
u 1 he Senate adjonrrt those which have been deemed Unworthy of
The Ohio river at Wheeling on the 13th Tripp, Hamburg.
Kennebunk, March 22,1828.
At Mayagüez, 1st inst. brig Agenoria, of 'multitudes with unexampled success, in a
notice ; he has sent these condensed calum inst. was ten feet above low water mark.
vast variety of cases, from those of the slight
this port, for Boston, unc.
nies into every part of the state, to operate
The shock of an earthquake was seriously
est, to others of the most confirmed charac
'SE OF REFRESH on the comparatively uninformed ; and as if felt at Colombia on the evening of the 9th inst.
ter. Their powerful agency has been1 known
to prevent any other writer from following
7b the Publishers of Papers and Period to revive from the bed of sickness, the pallid,
ESPECTFULLY informs the inhabit
Potatoes, of the 'winter's growth, have been
him with an. elaborate reply, he has written
ir
fRIDW1
ical Works throughout the U. States.
dejected and emaciated victim, and send him
ants of Kennebunk and Vicifiity, and
House was principally nineteen numbers, and shows no sign of fa had at Yorkville, S. C.
It
is
intended
before,
or
certainly
by
the
back
again
to
“
the
busy
hum
of
men,"
an
acespecially those who patronised him when in
i»on of the bill for irà tigue. But we hope ‘ A Republican/or some
The two men who shot apples from each 1st of May next, in a Pamphlet with other-• tive man of business in the full enjoyment of business in this towh ; that he has opened a
eade. Mr. Drayton anil other able writer will find leisure to refute other’s heads in Vermont, it is said, squatted statistical matters, to notice all the News blessings of health.
Shop in Saco, where he is, now carrying On the
l.teJ
c,aim • M the most material of Hickory’s misrepresent under an inverted potash kettle which had a papers and Periodicals in the United States,
ilx"In proof of which the following from a
Augusta Journal.
1 the House fidjournedb ations.
hole in its bottom, through which the apple and the City or Town where published, by multitude of testimonials are respcctfullly
is taken.
These numbers have also been attributed was carefully protruded just far enough to whom, and the conditions of publication, &c. submitted.
“ I have tried your Dr. Relfe's Asthmatic in all its various branches, and has made ar
—
and we think with more justice—to Fran leave the head safe on which it rested. Both A copy containing the above shall be faith
SATURN
marksmen fired several shots before they hit fully forwarded to each of you, who will in Pills, in Asthma, difficulty of breathing and rangements to attend in Kennebunk on the
committee on Pensiow cis O. J. Smith, Esq. who is we believe editor the spple.
sert this notice once, and forward a paper, or consumption, when all other Medicine had first and third Wednesdays in April, and the
nquire into the expedient, . of the Argus.
[Ken. Gaz.
a copy of the work you publish, to Philadel failed, and have found them most excellent." first and third Wednesdays of every following
M
ajor
S
tevens
—
Our
little
friend
the
iiel Standish, a soldiertf
phia, directed to
Another Physician writes—“ I have tried month, and would be happy to attend to all
Major
took
his
benefit
at
the
Park
theatre,
* the pension roll, TW
“ THE TRAVELLER.”
your Relfe's Asthmatic Pills with a patient favors in the line of his profession that his
New-York,
on
Thursday
evening
last,
on
NEW-ORLEANS.
’s claim was furtherm
Philadelphia, Feb. 22, 1828.
of mine, whose case has resisted every thing friends may confer upon him.
The brig Moro arrived at New-Orleans, which occasion he appeared in the charac
—the cough has certainly left her.” A cor
26th ult. from Omoa, whence she sailed on the ters of Goliah in the Young Quaker, and
J. t ross by long experience
respondent writes—“ The Asthmatic Pills
Mom,i 2d ult. She brought intelligence that an in 7bm Thumb. The military were to make
give such astonishing relief in cases of com and practice, has acquired a thor ough knowl
tariff bill was again ait surrection had broken out among the negroes a patriotic turn out in favor of the Major, and
mon colds, coughs, &c. as no one can believe edge of his business and is able to furnish
d spoke at length iooppt- at that place, led by a number of runaways, a full house was expected.—Bos. Gaz.
those who may favor him with their custom,
FgpO be .sold at Purlic Ver- unless they make the trial."
1 the committee rosecns whose object was to plunder the town. The
Several daring attempts having recently
JL due, on Saturday the 19th
An Agent writes—“ Your (Dr. Relfe's with work in a style (to say the least) not
white inhabitants becoming alarmed, aban been made to set fire to the town of Portland,
AprR next, at one o’clock, Asthmatic) Pills have performed a miracu inferior to any done ih the State—is not con
doned their homes, and embarked with their the Selectmen have offered a reward of five
P. M. on the premises, (if not pre lous cure in this town. A man about 50, had fined to Fashion more than to shit the customTtESDAt(l property on board the vessels that were lying hundred dollars to any person who shall bring
e£“7cuts garments out of smaller quantity
House on motion of MfJ m the port. No lives were lost ; and it is to punishment those engaged in the wicked viously sold at Private Sale) a convenient been confined some months; hisfeet and legs of Cloth than generally used, and work of
two story dwelling house, situate in York, and badly swollen ; a bad cough ; respiration diffi
□mmittee of the whole« Stated that the black women were active in business.
every
description made in his Shop is war
but a few rods from the Court house and cult, and was ig-zum over by his physicians and
Ir. Ingham addressed : their endeavors to prevent the men from
ranted to fit, or returnable and cloth and
friends,
who
considered
him
in
a
confirmed
Meeting
house,
and
is
the
same
house
lately
The town of Sullivan sent two Delegates to
of the Bill as reported!; shedding blood.
trimmings replaced.
The Mississippi river had risen on the 23d the Jackson Convention previous the elec owned and occupied by Madam Lyman, rel consumption; after taking three boxes of
an Manufactures, and ini
March 19,1828.
these
Pills,
all
the
threatening
symptoms
are
ict
of
the
late
Rev.
Isaac
Lyman
;
together
?ndment of Mr. Malliij ult. to an alarming height, overflowing the tion. At the town meeting the same town with a barn and necessary house, two horse removed, and he is fast recovering.
gave
but
one
vote
for
the
Jackson
Ticket.
pecially to the remarks Levee in a number of places.— Telegraph.
A gentleman of Plymouth, 70 y ears of age,
chesnut trees and four Poplar trees in front
What has become of t’other.
id incidentally refeifttp
yard and a Garden Spot. The lot on which was cured of an Asthma by three boxes, after
Dover jY. H. 'Republican.
vis of Mass. In the ax
Extract from Washington, March 14.
of thirty years.
said house stands, containing one quarter of having been afflicted
’s address, and in his cW
A Printer had his pocket picked in New- an acre of leased land, the lease runs for
A young Lady of Boston, was severely af
The accounts we get from all quarters are
nformed by the National exceedingly good, particularly so from the York, but nothing of consequence was lost, the term of five hundred years from the first flicted for three years with a violent cough,
was several times called! ■state of New-York. The decease of Gov. as might have been expected. We should day of April, 1787, and is subject to the rent difficulty of breathing, spitting of blood,pain
r. At four o’clock, Mt,I Clinton has set his party free, and all the as soon think of robbing a lawyer’s office.
in the side, deprived of sleep and was univer
of five dollars per annum.
fipHE Subscriber will sell at
mittee should rise, and: best of them are falling into the Administra
The house is in pretty good repair, is sally debilitated. In this distressing, state,
ourned.
, Auction, On Monday, the
after
having
tried
all
other
medicine
in
vain,
pleasantly
situated,
and
is
an
excellent
stand
tion ranks. The Western portion of that
NYBŒENEAL.
31st day of March, if not previ
fora trader or mechanic. On the premises and resigned as past relief, on taking only
great state is rising in its strength ; and the
ously disposed of at private Sale,
is a well of never failing water, and some val two boxes of these Pills, her cough and the
wednesdaM best informed persons assure us, we shall
two HOUSE LOIS, situated on the new
uable fruit trees. Terms and conditions of whole of her symptoms left her, sleep was
louse again went into Ci have at least twenty-six of the Electoral
street leading by the New Meeting House,
sale which are liberal, will be made known restored, and her health was perfectly estab
le, and took up the Tari! Votes. Others say we shall have all but the
and directly opposite the dwelling HoUses
lished.
at the opening of the vendue.
)hns of Del. rose and i ‘City Votes, where the British interest will
(Price §1 for whole boxes of 30 Pills, and recently erected by Maj. Barnabas Palm
JOSIAIT GILMAN,
i opposition to the bill, J probably prove too strong for us.”
50 cents for half do.»of 12' Pills, with direc er, each containing about J- acre and sev
Attorney for the Owner.
.vor of the amendment
enty feet front each, together with a new Sta
tions.)
York, March 24,1828.
■ concluded about hali|
A dignified squabble took place at Wash
***Prepared from the original Recipe in ble well finished, twenty six by thirty feet,
when the floor wasobtafe ington a few days since, between “honest
Mii. oLthe late Dr. W. 1’. Conway by his standing on one of the lots—Also a new House
MARRIED—In Newfield, Nathan Clif
, who yielded to a mow George Kremer” of Pennsylvania and Mr.
immediate successor, and the sole Proprie frame twenty-eight by thirty-six feet, two sto
ford
,
Esq.,
Attorney
at
Law,
to
Miss
H
an

:ee rise, it then adjpurnei Wright of Ohio. These gentlemen, it will
TiftHE subscriber offers to let on reasonable tor, T. Kidder, and sold wholesale by him ries high—Also rocks for a cellar, the cellar
Ayer, daughter of James Ayer, Esq.
being mostly dug.—Likewise twenty-two win
be recollected, interchanged some sharp nah
In Limerick, 20th inst. Mr. Henry Allen, 44k terms a good and convenient BRICK at his Counting Room over No. 70, Court dow frames _and sash for twenty-four win
THURSDAY words two or three weeks since in the House to Miss Betsey Williams, both of Cornish.
YARD, situated about 150 rods from Kenne street, corner of Hanover-street, and retailed dows 8by 10 lights—Also, Shutters for sixteen
louse, in committee oft of Representatives. Mr. Kremer met Mr.
In Waterborough, Mr. David Sinclair, to bunk meeting house, and easy of access, hav by his special appointment, (together with windows, and twelve four pannel doors.
ght in the chair, resumed! Wright in one of the public avenues, and Miss Mary Hasty, both of Waterborough.
all the valuable Medicine as prepared by the
ing every convenience for brick making.
The whole to be sold to the highest bid
e Tariff; when Mr. H® sans ceremony spit in his face. After a few
He also offers for sale a quantity of brick late Dr. Conway,) by
In
Newfield,
Mr.
John
Mansfield,
of
Brown

der.
, four hours in defence oft rough-and-tumble, knock-down-and-drag-out field, to Miss Martha Wakefield, of N.
wood at said yard which will be sold reason
Kennebunk.
Sale to commence at 2 o’clock P. M. on the
, and in oppositiontothear operations, the bystanders interfered and
In Saco, Capt. Samuel A. Sargent, former ably.
OLIVER BARTLETT.
O^rNone genuine without the written premises.
e had concluded hjs re separated the honorable combatants. Mr. ly of Gloucester, Mass, to Miss Ann M. Mor
For sale a quantity of Bricks.—For further
Kennebunk, March ¿2d, 1828.
signature of T. Kidder on the outside print
particulars enquire of
:e rose and reported pw Kremer, it is said, chews tobacco.—Bos. Gaz. rill.
ed wrapper.
In Falmouth, Mr. Richard Eastman, of
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT.
March 29.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1828.
Saco, to Miss Louisa Moi rill, of the former
FIRE IN PROVIDENCE.
louse in ConunitUMj1
About three o’clock on Thursday morn place.
D*
W. LOUD & BROTHER.
the discussion d® ing a fire was discovered breaking out from a
Jr. Archer spake at three story wooden building, on South Maine
OBITUARY.
m, and Mr. Bunner W streeti
arly opposite tne U. S. Bank, Provistreet, ne
nearly
BY the hhdi alt the Kenne
A N EXCELLENT MARE,
Committee rose. OH 4ence, owned by Brown & Ives, and occupibunk-Port Distillery, at
¿1. seven years old, warrantlommittee
*-• 1 building
*:’ t:
a low price, for sale by
£
ed kind.
.............
. ... have leave ft ed by Ed.gS.Shelden.
Shelden. T*
The
was enB\Vhit?CORN.
itm, the motion was iff tirely destroyed; and the buildings on each
J. G. PERKINS.
-- OU —LIKEWIS1B—
600
“
“
RYE.
■um voted upon It,
it, a n* «ide,
side, were also much injure!. The most
•um
March 18; 1828.
A quantity oj CLOVER SEED, HOES, per barrel.Barrels FLOUR, from 3 to 6 dollars
carried before the
painful circumstance connected with this dis
aster, is the death of Mr. Joshua Weaver, a
AN AWAY from me
DUNG-FORKS. SHOVELS, &c. by
60 Bags of COFFEE.
worthy and industrious man, and the serious
All the subscriber, on the
10
Casks
of
Linseed
OIL.
Jos. G. .Moody.
xrrRFSS injury of John Calder and George Weeden,
18th inst. my son John, about 17
5© Barrels of TAR.
March 29.
DIED—In Wells, the 25th inst. Tristram
CONGKhS' members of the Hydraylion company. This
years of age, in company with
....ALSO....
I in favor of the
(melancholy accident occurred by the falling Gilman, Esq. Counsellor at Law, aged 48.—
one Merrill Simpson, a lame
<^LO
Barrels
of
No.
1
and
2,
Mackerel,
if
Army which hasmw of the gable end of the building on fire, while After several years residence in the State of
boy.—Stole one gun, one trap,
called for within ten days.
in the Senate ofth«W’tiie persons above named were endeavoring New-York, Mr. G. a few months since re
and other articles not mention
HE Store now occupied by WILLIAM
it session, was finally)®to |ead the hose of the Hydraulipn between turned to the place of his early years with
ed. This is to forbid all mas
ters of vessels and all other people employ
■ated the Bill,Placeii'5i Mr. Shelden’s store and the house North of the view of continuing the practice of the
LORD, will be to let after the sale
Tound of a contract wit n. Mr. Weaver was in the prime of life and law, possessing a good knowledge of his pro
Advertised on the 9th of APRIL.—The pub
ing John and likewise trusting or harboring
1OOO Bushels of Potatoes, if him on my account as I shall pay no debts
’army which no W'has left behind him a widow and five young fession, a cheerful prospect of usefulness and lic are also informed the sàle will be perfect
delivered within ten days, in exchange for of
1 his cOntfactihg after this date.
respectability opened to his view—but alas! ly free and without the least reserve.
nnair’ Various sums«* children.
Statesman.
goods.
Xpriated
----------the gieat enemy cut short the thread of life.
WILLIAM LORD.
ABRAHAM HILL.
Kennebunk-port, March 29, 1828.
The large concourse at his interment testifi
March 29, 1828.
Kennebunk-Port, March 18, 1828.
»ligatmns but
A GENUINE HEROITE.
ed respect for his memory and sympathy for
PrI®9*P ajd8not eniblit It will be seen by the following anecdote, his surviving friends.
GABDEN SEEDS.
the »Hi
, y^what sort of men support the Hero, “ in the
In Saco, 14th inst. Mrs. Charity Lowell,
HAKER Garden Seeds warranted of
of ',cad>' habit”’
aged 64.
ANTED a smart, active lad, as an
last year’s growth, for Sale by
—that b c't()n(!i A dinner, by dint of great exertion, was
In Kittery, Miss Mary Remick, aged 20,
apprentice at the Cabinet-making
JOHN LILLIE.
ms of the
e’auall)'|got up forthe General, on the 8th of January, daughter of the late Capt. Josiah Remick.
Business.
Kennebunk, March 29, 1828.
icrs, who v
porfin the city of Middletown. At which a
In Waterborough, 15th inst. widow Catha
■—ALSO—
mozi ssss
prominent Heroite gave for a toast, with rine Thing, aged 82.
An Apprentice at the House Joiner’s i ‘
'^fefor sale by the subscriber.
WALKERS
SERMON
—“— r ,).great zeal and earnestness, “ Confusion to all
In Limington 24th inst. Nicholas Libby,
Business.
Enquire
of
the
Printer.
ON THE
ittee cf the New-Vffl'^'.4o7?fsi mezz.” He was asked the next day, son-of Mr. David Libby, aged 19.
...ALSO....
March 29.
EXCLUSIVE SYSTEM*
imended an extra se® how he came to give such a toast ; to which
In Saco, William, son of Jcha. and Marga
For
Sale
at
i the 10th Ncz.ren)^ery he replied, with much sincerity, “ that lie ret H.King, aged 6 weeks.
A good assortment of Justice
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
m’eting thr-fevisii®o! did not suppose it touched any one present.”
In Dover, Miss Margaret Bragg, for
J. F. CURTIS. “.
March 29,
Blanks for Sale at this Office;
h
®
. —We the People.
merly of Ipswich, Mass, aged 74 years.
Saço, MKrch .5, 18’8,
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Take Notice.
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House Lots at
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Brick Yard to Let.

JOHN LILLIE,

Prime Retailing

FOR SALE.

Offer for Sale:
4000
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To Let.
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Wanted.
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W

New Molasses.
220 ™g Prime
A

Lime, Sai Æœatus

,

Rum.

SH®

■MIMMI

THE WMAÏH.

Sheriff’s Sale.

BREATHINGS OF SPRING.
What wak’st thou, spring ?—-sweet vo ces in
the woods,
And reed-like echoes that have long been
mute;
Thou bringest back to fill the solitudes,
The lark’s clear pipe, the cuckoo’s voiceless
flute,
Whose tone seems breathing mournfulness
or glee,
E’en as our hearts may be.

AKEN on Executions and
York
will be sold at Public Auction, on Saturday the third day of May next,
at one of ^he clock in the afternoon, at the
Store now occupied by David Hall, in Alfred,
all the right in equity which Ezekiel Worm
wood, has to redeem"the farm on which he
now lives, situated in Sanford, in said County,
and bounded as follows, viz. Easterly by land
occupied by Nathaniel Linscott, Southerly
by Mousum river, Westerly by Christiana
Taylor’s land, and land formerly owned by
Theodore Tripp, Westerly by the road load
ing from Sanford Corner, to LinStott-Mill
so called with the buildings thereon, it being
the same farm said Wormwood pin chased
of John Conant and David Hall and Alvah
Conant, the same being subject to a mort
gage deed to DavidHall, for the sum of one
hundred and thirty three dollars and twelve
cents, dated April the.SOth, 1827.
SAMUEL 'PR AFTON, Deft. Sheriff.
Alfred, March 14th, 1828.

And the leaves greet thee, spring!—the joy
ous leaves,
Whose tremblings gladden many a copse
and glade,
Where each young spray a rosy flush re
ceives,
When thy south wind hath ptorced the whis
pery shade,
And happy murmers running through the
grass,
Tell that thy footsteps pass.
And the bright waters—-they too hear thy
tall;
Spring, the awakener I—thou hast burst
their sleep;
Amidst the hollows of the rocks their fall
Makes melody, and in the forest deep
Where; diamond sparkles, and blue gleams,
betray
Their sudden windings to the day.
And flowers—the fairy-peopled woVld of
flowers!
x’.
Thou from the dust has set that glory free,
Coloring the cowslip with the sunny hues,
And pencilling the wood anemone :
Silent they seem, yet each, to thoughtful eye,
Glows with mute poetry.
But what awak’st thou in theXiearZ, oh spring ?
The human heart with all its dreams and
signs ?
Thou that giv’st back so many a buried
thing,
Restorer’ of forgotten harmonies !
Fresh songs and scents break forth where’er
thou art—
What wak’st thou in the heart ?
Vain longings for the dead! why come they
back
With thy young birds, and leaves, and living
blooms?
Oh ! is it not that from thy early track
Hope to the world may look beyond the
tombs ?
Yes ! gentle spring ; no sorrow dims thine
air,
Breathed by our loved ones there I
BLUE EYED MARY.
COME tell me blue eyed-stranger,
Ah ! whither dost thou roam
Through this wide world a 1’anger ?
Hast thou no friends, no home ?
Thev call’d me blue-eyed Mary
When friends and forttme smiled,
But ah ’ how fortunes vary—
I now am sorrow’s child.

»Sheriff’s Sale.

FROBATE SfOTWES.
Ata Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
within andfor the County of York, on the
frst Tuesday m Alarchjn the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-eight.
IVORY T. HOVEY, executor of the esr
tate of Ivory Hovey, late of South-Ber
wick, in said County, physician, deceased,
having presented his third account of admin
istration of the estate of said deceased, for
allowance :
ORDERED—That the said executor
give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said Coun
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at York, in said County, on the
third Tuesday in April next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same sliould not be al
lowed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
A true Cohy—Attest,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
March 8.

VnwT- «c nnAKEN on executions all the
’A
Right in Equity, which
Charles Nesbitt, of Lebanon, in the county ol
York, Yeoman, has to redeem the farm on
which he now resides, situate.in said Leba
non, containing one hundred and sixty acres,
be it more or less; bounded by lands of.
Moses Ricker, Samuel Jackson, Hugh Ross,
Jun. and others, with the buildings thereon—
and the srfid Nesbitt’s right to redeem said
farm, will be sold at public vendue at the
dwelling house of Samuel Pray, Esq. in said
Lebanon, on Saturday, the nineteenth day
of April next at two o’clock afternoon.
Conditions made known at the sale.
CALEB EMERY, Deputy Sheriff.
March 12, 1828.

Sheriff’s Sale.
AKEN on execution and will
York, ss.
be sold at Public Auction,
on Saturday, the 26th day of April next, at
two o’clock in the afternoon, at the Store of
Wheelwright and Bourne, in Wells—All the
right in equity which Diamon Taylor, of
Wells, in said County,—has to redeem the
farm on which he lives situated in Wells
aforesaid ; Containing forty acres more or
less with the buildings thereon standing, and
adjoining land of William Gooch, Theodore
Clark, and Jacob Storer, and is the same on
which said Taylor now lives—-and is under
the incumbrance of a Mortgage to Samuel
Emerson, of Kennebunk.
Conditions to be made known at the time
and place of Sale.
RICHARD SMITH, D. Sheriff.
March 15, 1828.

T

Sheriffs Sale.
cc FH1AKEN on Executions, and
ss.
tQ be so|(| at pUBLIC Auc
tion, on Saturday, the twelfth day of April,
1828, at one of the clock in the afternoon, at
the Store now occupied by Porter Gilman,
in Alfred—All the right in equity which Ben
jamin Say ward, aï Shapleigh, in said Conn-,
ty, has to redeem the farm on which he now
lives, situated in Shapleigh aforesaid, con
taining sixty acres, more or less, with the
buildings thefceon standing, and bounded
thus : West by land of Judith Ricker, South
by land of Wm. Thing and Wm. Pike, East
by land of Norris Pike and the County Road,
and North by land of James Bean and Judith
Ricker—the same being under the incum
brance of a mortgage to Nathan Dane Ap
pleton, Alvah Conant, Jonathan Farnum, and
John Say ward Jr. ail of Alfred, for the sum
of two’hundred five dollars and fifty eight
cents and interest since May 15th, 1827.
Conditions made known at the time and
place of sale.
JESSE GILMAN, Def. Sheriff.
Alfred, March 3,1828.
iork,

Ata Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
wifhin and for the County of York, on jhe
frst Tuesday of March, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-eight.'
^ptiN the. petition of ALICE CLARK, ad-!
ministratrix.of the estate of Jotham
Clark, late of Welis, in said comity, deceas
ed, representing that the personal estate of
said deceased-is not sufficient to pay the just
debts which he owed at the time of his death
by the sum of three hundred and nineteen
dollars, and thirty-nine cents, and praying for
a license to sell and convey so much of the
real estate of said deceased as may be neces
sary for the payment of said debts and inci
dental charges:
ORDERED,—That the ■ petitioner give
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
and to all persons interested in said estate,
by causing a copy of this order to be publish
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be holden at York, in said county,
on the third Tuesday in April next, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petition should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge ofsaid Court.
A true Co/2V“-Nttest,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
March 8.

Commissioners’ Notice.
HE undersigned Commissioners appoint
ed by the Judge of Probate for the
County of York, to receive and examine
claims against the estate of

T

IFORY PERKINS,

DOVER HOTEL
JONAS C. MARCH
■»RESPECTFULLY informs his friends
JL»/ and the public th?t he isstill the keep

er of the Public House in Dover, N. H
known by the name of the DOVER HO
TEL, where no exertions will be spared to
merit a continuance of the public patronage.
The following Stages arrive at, and depart
from his house: —

Notice.
LL persons are forbid har.

boring or trusting mv son
ACHARLES
HANSON, ■

’

a minor, if they would avoid
the penalty of the law, he hav
ing left my service without
consent.
NICHOLAS HANSON
_ Waterborough, March 10, 1828.

The Accommodation Stage

For Sale,
^4
! HINGLES, Men’s thick leather SHOES
Willow Fruit and Work BASKETS
by
JOS. G. MOODY?
. March 8.

To Boston and Lowell, by way of Newburypoi’t, leaves the Dover Hotel on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 7 A.M. and ar
rives in Lowell at 5 P. M. and at Boston at 6
P. M. Returning, leaves Boston and Lowel
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 8 A
BALES, this day received and for
M. and arrives at Dover at 7 P. M. ; passes I
Sale at Boston prices, 20 tp 50 cents
thro’Durham, Newmarket, Exeter, Ames •
per
lb. by
bury, Newburyport, Ipswich and Salem.
]
GREENOUGH, BODWELL & Co.
The Mail Stage
ebruary 1, 1828.
To Boston, by way of Newburyport,leaves
the Dover Hotel, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 9 A. M. and intersects the Great
Mail Stage from Portland to Boston. Return- ,JUVENILE PUBLICATIONS.
ing, leaves Newburyport 'Tuesday, Thurs
day and Saturday after the arrival of the "HTIVENINGSin Boston ; Early Days; The
Mail Stage from Boston, and arrives at Doveai JEU Prize; Always Happy; Temptation,
at 12 o’clock noon ; passes through Durham, bound very neatly—Rising Sun ; Christmas
Newmarket, Exeter, Amesbury, Newbury Gift, and a large assortment of Children’s
Books, recently published.
port, Ipswich and Salem.
For sale by

F eathers.

Some I
or less al
rest was.
said-tbe;
of course
was all tl
correspo
ThehaiK
ister,as
beapou5
perform
charge &
JAMES K. REMICH.
[Mr. J
Kennebunk, March 1,1828.
pressed I
[Mr.Kii
not imp0
tach any
MivSf
not so tm
WIJM&Xj&M GOOCÏÏ.
gentlema
sayoneu
Wells, March 1, 1828.
King. 1
AN ASSORTMENT OP ~~ of the mi
ter, and 1
used by 1
[.Randol
show,
th
Just received and for sale at
neither I
BEMICH’S‘BOOKSTORE. .. these wh
March 8.
nianraH
probW
ETTERS of an English Traveller to of’his sei
his Friend in England, on the “ Revi that he I
vals of Religion” in America—price 37j cts.
a few da,
A Second edition of the Pamphlet relatiig quiry wh
to the Trust Conveyance of Hanover-street magnituc
Church. Price 4 cents.
hadbefo

Late

The Accommodation Stage

To Boston and Lowell, by way of Haver
hill, leaves the Dover Hotel on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 7 A. M. and ar
rives at Lowell at 5 P. M. and at Boston at 6
P. M. Returning, leaves Boston and Lowell
at 8 A. M. and arrives ?t Dover at 7 P. M. ;
passes through Durham, Newmarket, Exe
ter, Kingston, Haverhill, Andover and Read
ing.

The Accommodation Stage
To Portland, by way of Kennebunk, leaves
the Dover Hotel every day (except Sunday)
at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portland at 5 P. M.;
leaves Portland every day (except Sunday,)
and arrives at Dover at 5. P. M. ; passes
through S. Berwick, Berwick, Wells, Kenne
bunk and Saco.

The Accommodation Stage

Short Notice.

PAX AND SAVE. COST.

X

L

To Portland, by way of Alfred, leaves the
Dover Hotel on Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portland at 6
P. M. Returning, leaves Portland at 8 A. M.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and ar
rives at Dover at 5 P. M.; passes through S.
Reply and ffeview of a Letter from a Gen
Berwick, Berwick, Alfred, Buxton and Gor tleman in Boston to a Unitarian Clergyman
ham.
of that city.
Just received and for sale by
The Dover, Sandwich, and Plymouth, N.
J. K. Remich.
H.
Stage
the
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Wednesday at
7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich at 7 P.M. ;
leaves Sandwich on Thursday at 5 A. M. and
arrives at Dover at 6 P. M.; leaves Dover
QUANTITY- of Honey for sale bytbe
on Friday at 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich
Subscriber.
at 7 P. M.; leaves Sandwich on Saturday
WM. LORD.
morning at 5 A. M. and arrives at Plymouth
Jan. 2J>.
at 12 noon, and arrives at Sandwich at 6 P
M.; leaves Sandwich on Monday at 6 A. M.
and arrives at Dover at 6 P, M.—Passes by
Great Falls Factory, through Rochester,
F HYMNS and PSALMS, tor Social
Farmington Dock, Cliesnut Hills, Middleton
and Private Worship, for sale by
Corner, New Durham, Alton, Wolf borough,
JAMES K. REMICH.
Tuftonborough, Moultonborough, Sandwich,
Jan. 5.
&c. to Plymouth.

late of Stmford, in said county, yeoman, de
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give
notice to the Creditors of said estate, that
six months from the fifth day of February A
D. 1828, are allowed for bringing in their
claims and proving their debts. And that
the Commissioners will attend for the pur
poses aforesaid at the office of N. D. Apple
ton in Alfred, on the first Saturdays of April,1
June and August next, from two to five o’clock
in the afternoon of said days, respectively.
NATHAN DANE APPLETON, > ComSAMUEL ESTES.
^mis’ts.
Alfred, February 20,1828.
The Dover and Portsmouth Accommoda

tion Stage

Commissioners’ Notice.

Honey.

A

Dabney’s Selection

O
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•Notice

Leaves the Dover Hotel every morning
I
n(
(except Sunday) at half past 7, and arrives
i wrong n<
I
at Portsmputh at half past 9. Returning,
_■>
town‘ fOr t|le CUrrent yjar J. it with t!
E the Subscribers having been ap leaves Portsmouth every afternoon (except Lbelonging
humble'
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Sunday) at 5 and arrives at Dover at 7.
he
thereto
---------.ore hereby forbids all persons bar-, say, fron
Judge of Probate,"for the County of York,
boring or trusting any of said Paupers on his! had hear
Commissioners to receive and examine the The S. Berwick, Dover and Portsmoutji account, (excepting tlwse persons with whom
at T
claims of creditors to the estate of
he has made special agreements to support ble
Mail Stage
greatest
any
of
said
Paupers)
as
I
shall
pay
no
bills
of
EBENEZER JONES,
Leaves S. Berwick every morning at 6 o’
United 1
late of Wells, in said County, deceased, rep clock and arrives at Dover at 7 ; leaves Do the like kind after this date.
in it. ' H
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD. ter. Ht
resented insolvent, Mariner, hereby give no ver at Half past 9 and arrives at Portsmouth
tice, that six months, from the/fifth day of at 11 ; leaves Portsmouth after the arrival of'
All persons are forbid humble,
February inst. is allowed said creditors to the Great Mail from Boston and arrives at
He w(
harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife of the ti
present and prove their claims, and that we Dover at 1 P, M. and at S. Berwick at 2.
of Theodore Buzzell,on account of the abo« other to
shall attend that service at the store of Will
iam Gjooch, in said Wells, on the last Mon The Dover and Great Falls Accommoda subscriber, as no expenses or bill of herccn-i the disc
on Execution and will day of this afid the five follQwing months,
trading will be paid.
about th
tion Stage
York, ss.
^oklat Public Auction, from two to four o’clock P. M. of each of said
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
ly. ; its empl
Leaves
the
Dover
Hotel
every
evening
(ex

on Wednesday, the 16th day of April next, at days.
WILLIAM GOOCH? Commit- cept Sunday) after the arrival of the Ports
. trationi
three o’clock in the afternoon, at the Post
SE'FH HATCH.
$ sumeitr mouth and Boston Stages, and arrives at
beer, pa
Office in South Berwick-All the right in
Wells, February 5,1828.
by the £
Great Falls at 8 P. M.leaves Great Falls
equity which Jacob Hooper, of Berwick, in
on this
every morning (except Sunday) at 6 A. M.
said county, has to redeem a certain tract of
probabl
and arrives at Dover at 7. A Coach leaves
land with the buildings thereon, situated in
thought
the Dover Hotel on Sundays for Great Falls
said Berwick and adjoining land of George
patrona
at 9,1 and 4 o’clock.
Frost and others and is the same on which
HE Subscribers having been appointed
as a des
said Jacob Hooper now lives, and is under the
by thé Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of The Doverand Concord Accommodation
it mighi
incumbrance of a Mortgage to Benjamin Na
the
Probate,
of
Wills,.
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for
the
County
of
Stage
that the
Practical Divinity:.—While a parson was son. and others of South Berwick.
York,
Commissioners
to
receive
and
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.
it. He
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Monday, Wed
standing at his dobiv smoking a pipe in a
Conditions to be made known at the time ine the Claims of the several creditors to the
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINT- opinion,
nesday and Friday at 9 o’clock and arrives at
country village, he was accosted by a poor and place of Sale.
estate of
Concord at 5 P. M. Returning, leaves Con
laboring man. The parson told him be RICHARD SHAPLEIGH, Deg. Sheriff.
MENT, which has stood thetei did not
hadem
cord on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
made it a rule not to encourage idleness,.but
JOSEPH MAYALL,
against all other ointment, the priced]
Berwick, March 7, 1828.
if the man could go into his garden and root
late.of Berwick, in the county, of York, Man 7 A. M. and arrives at Dover at 2 P. M.— which has been reduced from 50 to 11 would a
tlemen
up the weeds he would pay him for it.—
ufacturer, deceased—hereby give notice that Passes through Durham, North wood, Epsom cents.
me wh
•‘That’s all I want,” said the poor man.
they will attend to that duty at the store of and Chichester.
...ALSO...
feelings
w Well then, come along with me and IU1
This Line connects at Nortlrwood with a
Moses Hubbard, in Berwick, on the last Sat
show you what’s to be done.” When they
urday of this, and the first Saturdays, of the Line from that place to Gilmanton and Mer Dr. Davenport’s Billions Fw our owr
were in the garden the reverend gentleman
five following months, from two to five o’clock edith at Dover with the Line to Portland.
For the time these Pills have been offered minate
agreed to give the man a shilling for his
in the afternoon.
to the public, the sale of them has exceed« others ?
FflHE
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offers
to
Sell
j.
a.
zould
observe,
that
no
new
revenge
trouble; but after the job was done, he
MOSES HUBBARD ? Commisor Let, a farm formerly
arrangement has taken place in the time of the most sanguine expectations oftliepfi dull-tl
thought sixpence enough for the time he
HIRAM NEAL.
5 sioners.
owned by OBADIAH LITTLE
the arri val and departure of any of the Boston prietor, which may be fairly c^nsideredis He who
had worked. 'The poor man being half
Berwick, February 6, 1828.
acknowledgement of their many virtues.
FIELD, sifuated about four miles
or Dover Stages.
starved and finding the other would gjye no
They are very justly esteemed- for the« disappe
Books for all the Stages wbichl.eaye Doyqr
more, agreed to take it provided the parson’ from this Village.—Containing, about ope
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where
any
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respecting
Stages
and
he consented to do, and began “ Our Father”
safe,, and sovereign remedy in all billiensfr think t
—“What” said the laborer? the father able and possession given immediately.
WOULD inform mv customers that I Stage routs will be freely given.
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bowels, selectee
January
1828.
tf.
■
J.ESSE
VAKNJEYa.
of both.” “ Yes, yes,” said the parson,,
have taken JOSEPH GILPATRICK,
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, wot®', for the
Kennebunk, March 15, 1828.
come, repeat after me—“Our Father,!’—
in copartnership with me in the Blacksmith
thecas
and billions cholic—they are likewise a«® I to
us th
“ what,” said the laborer, again, “ your fath
business, and we shall carry it on in its va
tidote against infectious diseases, reirovits
er and mine too ?” “ to be sure,” said the
rious branches at my old stand under the
obstructions of every kind by dissolving^ proper
parson. “ Well, then,” returned the labor
on the
firm of
discharging the morbid matter, helping
er, “ you must be a confounded rogue to cltoat
LL persons indebted to the subscriber gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a"surer’1 himself
y.our brother o( sixpence.”
either by note or account, are request lief for costive habits. T hey are so acc®1 success
SHARES, Nos. 20, 21, 22, 23, 28, 39, and Edge tools of all kinds can be had at whole
ed to call and settle the same, previous to the
modated to all seasons and hours, that tto 1 they th:
67 in the KENNEBUNK SOCIAL sale or retail for cash, barter or approved first day of April next, and save themselves maybe taken in summer or winter,at® • yield th
A Scotchman, lately arrived in this coun
JOHN EMERY,
try, and being ignorant of the kind of poultry LIBRARY, to sell or let for one yea? or credit.
the trouble and expense of having their ac time of the day, without regard to dietc; rally e;
JOSEPH GILPATRICK.
used, inquired of a market-man the price of more. Aoply to Daniel Remich, or
counts adjusted by an Attorney.
hindrance of business. Their operation i® patrona
' BARNABAS PALMER.
a queer visioned fowl, saying, ‘ What do y(U
HENJAMIN BOURNE.
gentle and effectual, that by experience th? cit, win
March 14.
LL persons having unsettled accounts
ax for that broad-facejd Terkey, sar ?’ T he
found to excel any other physic heretel this is ,
Wa £Ba Wood and Produce are
There i
with the subscriber, are requested to
possessor of the bird seeing Sawney’&misfore offered to the public.
at Cash price will be received for payment
call and settle the s* .ie ; as payments will
take, said, ‘ That’s an Owl, sir.’ ‘ I dinna
The genuine arc covered with a chccil man so
Feb. 2.
be made easy no excuse for neglect will be until that time.
care a d—n how owl he is, an’ d’ye think 1
plate, with the design of the Good SawaM evitabh
■ dally ii
JOHN EMERY.
hinna eaten broader fac’d Terkey ’s than this
S an Apprentice to the BAKING bu taken.
tan; and the agents name thereon.
exevcis
Kennebunk, Feb. 20th, 1828.
an’ ay wi’ rklffer een too/
—ALSO—
siness. an active, industrious lad, 15 or
He mui
16 years of age,, one from the Country would
Wheaton
’
s
Jaundice
Bitters.
,
tioh ant
A dandy observed that he bad put a plate be preferred.,
ND for sale at J. K. Remich’s Bookstore
no
choi
of brass on his boots, to keep him upright.—
37 1-2
in Kennelxmk, and at the Store of Cot
BEN J. F. MASON.
meats;
“ Well balanced by g'mg,” saida Dutchman,
ton
B
r
adbury
,
in
Saco.
Kennebunk-port, March 6th, 1828.
riber, intending to make an
Davenports Celebrated Eye Waith them, t
Gt brass at both endsP'
O' to his present business the
,
A
fresh supply of the above is kept inW imo, th
wishes all persons, he repeats
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N.> : itheai
Figure of Speech.—A member of the
all indebi
him, to pay the demands he
11 he ai
Massachusetts House of Representatives, at
HE Subscriber calls cnall who have not
m in the course of 60 days. delivered before the York County Unitarian rill—in Saco,.by E. Goodie and G. Coe*8 Every
Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the IM
the late session, closed his speech with the
paid their taxes to pay the same im If th
•equhition is not complied, with, ma Association, Oct. $4, 1827.
H.ec
gists in Portland and Boston, and by
following conclusive argument :—“ Air.
mediately, and save themselves cost.
ny, if not all his demands will be put in suit.
By Henry Ware, ir. Minister of the second persons in the principal towns from Ma”1 perhap
Speaker, if (his bill- be fiostfioned, I shall be SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD, Jr. Collector.
JOHN LILLIE.
Church in Boston.
1 neutral
to Georgia.
as crazy as a bedbug /”
Kennebunk, March 5, 182,8.
MarchA. 1,128.
rant ol
‘ Oct. 1,1825;
' eowty
Young William was my lover ;
I thought our hearts were join’d,
But ah ! he’s form’d a rover,
And Mary’s left behind.
. .
With these boquets of posies
1 wander through the streets,
And cry, c‘ who’ll buy my roses ?”
But no kind voice me greets.
Come here—1’11 Imy thy flowers—
Tq ease thy hapless lot—
All wet with "morning showers—
I’ll buy—forget me not.
Kind sir, then take these roses :
They’re fading like my youth—
But never like these posies,
Shall wither Mary’s truth.
Then gaz’d at her the stranger,
And clasp’d her to his breast,
No more I’ll be a ranger;
For William now is blest.
The kiss was known to Mary—
She then in rapture smil’d,
And said “ How fortunes vary—
No more I’m sorrow’s child.”
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